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CHAPTER I

General introduction

The application ofD~ sources with respect to fusion is indicated.

More specifically, the relation between the production of negative

hydrogen ions and "current drive" of a magnetically confined fusion

plasma by energetic neutral beams is discussed. Advantages and

disadvantages of two kinds ofH~ sources, surface conversion sources

and volume sources, are given. Further, a general introduction about

volume sources is given.

I.I. Application of D" sources for nuclear fusion

Fusion energy may be one of the energy sources in the future. The most

promising fusion reaction is that between a deuterium and a tritium nucleus forming

a helium nucleus and an energetic neutron,

2D+ + 3T+ -» He2+(3.52 MeV) + n(14.06MeV). (1)

A large amount of energy is released in this reaction, which can partially be

converted into electrical energy. One of the main problems is to get the two repelling

D+ and T+ ions close enough to each other to let this reaction proceed. This can be

achieved by making density and temperature of D+ and T+ high enough, and

confinement time long enough. One of the concepts to do this in a controlled way, is

the confinement of D+ and T+ ions in a plasma in a so-called TOKAMAK. The

TOKAMAK is a torus-like vessel, in which the plasma is confined by magnetic

fields. This field is produced by large coils. In principle the TOKAMAK is a very

large transformer. A large iron yoke serves as the primary winding. The plasma

itself functions as the secondary winding of the transformer. The plasma current is
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inductively driven by powering of the primary winding. Because the plasma current

is inductively driven, there is a limit to the operation time of the plasma, typically on

the order of a few seconds. To drive the current on a DC time scale, other and non-

inductive methods are necessary. At the moment, four other non-inductive methods

are being studied,

1) Neutral Beam Injection (NBI),

2) Lower Hybrid waves (LH),

3) Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH),

4) Ion Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ICRH).

These heating methods are studied in several TOKAMAKS in the world. NBI, LH

and ICRH have been shown to result in a 40 % increase, and ECRH in a 10 %

increase of the ion temperature in the plasma in different TOKAMAKS.1 Neutral

beams can easily penetrate the centre of the plasma, whereas LH is more suited to

heat and shape the plasma edge. At the moment, these methods are regarded as the

most promising ones. Two experimental reactors, in which eventually the conditions

needed for nuclear fusion will be met, are designed at the moment. These future

reactors are NET, which stands for "Next European Torus", and ITER, which

stands for "International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor" ITER. The latter is a

joint effort of Europa, Japan, USSR, and USA. To produce and sustain the plasma

with NBI in NET or ITER, the neutral beam should have a power of the order of

= 100 MW and an energy of « 1 MV. 2 A divergence of the beam of 0.2 degrees

is anticipated. 2 In the most recent concept of NET, 50 % of additional heating will

be supplied by NBI and 50 % by LH. A schematic drawing of the NET building

with the reactor and LH and NBI beam-lines is shown in Fig. 1.

To produce an energetic neutral beam for NBI, one has to start with ions.

These can be accelerated to the acquired energy of 1 MeV. At the moment, negative

deuterium ions are envisaged for this purpose. Although it is easier to produce a

high current beam of D+ ions than that of D- ions, D- ions can be efficiently

neutralized at 1 MeV. This is not the case for D+ ions, 3 as can be seen in Fig 2

where the neutralization efficiency is plotted as a function of ion energy. Several

methods to neutralize the accelerated D- beam are being studied, namely by a gas

target, by a plasma or by laser detachment.4
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Figure 2. The maximum neutralization efficiency for deuterium ions passing through a gass eel,

as a function of particle energy.

1.2. D~ and H* sources

To generate stationary D" beams, two kinds of sources are being studied. 1)

Volume sources, in which negative ions are produced in the plasma volume and 2)

surface conversion sources, in which negative ions are produced on a with respect

to the plasma negatively biased metal surface, the so-called converter, which is

bombarded by positive hydrogen ions coming from the plasma and on which

negative ions are formed. Since the physics leading to D" formation does not differ

much from H- formation qualitatively, most fundamental studies are performed with

hydrogen, which is much cheaper than deuterium.

In a surface conversion source, the H* ions are produced by back scattering of

positive ions or sputtering of atoms by these ions. The particles leaving the surface

can become H- ions. These H* ions are accelerated back into the plasma towards the

extraction plain. This process does not need neutral molecules to proceed, so the

source pressure can be kept low. The advantage of this low working pressure is a

small gas load of the accelerator. Neutral molecules effusing from the source can

easily neutralize the accelerated H* ions. Because the H" ions are formed in a
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sputtering or back scattering process, they have a large tranverse velocity. This

results in a much larger divergence of the extracted H" beam from a surface

conversion source compared to that of a beam extracted from a volume source. Up

till now most surface conversion experiments have been done on cesiated surfaces,

with conversion efficiencies between 2 % and 6 %. 5,6,7,8 i n the USSR, for

instance, more than I A FT (pulse length 100 ms) was extracted from such a

source. 8 Cesium however, causes break down problems in the accelerator section.

Therefore, other converter surfaces are under survey. Van Os et al. have extracted a

beam (beam energy 200 eV) with a divergence of 4° from a barium surface put into

a convential multicusp volume source. 9 In another experiment, they use a Hollow

Cathode Arc, and succeeded in obtaining a 9 % conversion efficiency from a Ba

surface. ^

A volume source produces a D- beam with a small divergence, but the working

pressure is higher, thus increasing the gas load in the accelerator section. In Japan a

volume source with a multi extraction aperture system (209 apertures) has been

developed which delivers a 30keV, 1.6 A H" beam. H Unfortunately, the

extracted current density decreases with increasing extraction aperture radius. 1 2

This decrease is attributed to neutralization of H" ions in the accelerator caused by an

increase of neutral molecules effusing from the source.12 Furthermore, it is

important to produce one or a set of homogeneous beams from one source. This is

one of the problems for both surface conversion and volume sources with large

extraction areas. It is not yet clear which kind of source will turn out to be the best

choice. In this thesis, we study the physics concerned with the production of H" in a

volume source.

1.3. Volume sources

The existence of H" negative ions in hydrogen discharges was discovered long

ago. ^»14 An large increase of the extracted H- current was reported by Belchenko

et al.15 in 1972 in a magnetron-type ion source. Since then, a lot of research is

directed towards experiments 16,17,18,19 a n {j calculations of volume sources.

20,21,22,23 j t i s generally accepted, though experimentally not verified, that H" is

produced in the following way. First H2(v"=0) is excited by primary electrons (ep)
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with energy > 16 eV to an electronically excited state. This state decays radiatively,

but due to the Franck-Condon principle, it populates vibrationally excited states,

H2(v"=O) + ep -> H 2 *+e , (2a)

H2* -» H2(v") + lru. (2b)

Then, H- is produced by dissociative attachment of slow plasma electrons (=leV) to

vibrationally excited molecules, 24-26

H2(v">4) + e -» H2-(22u-) -» H" + H . (3)

The first step needs energetic electrons, whereas the second step needs slow

electrons. Furthermore, electrons with an energy larger than ~ 3 eV can easily

destroy H- by collisional detachment. Therefore, most volume sources are devided

into two regions by means of a magnetic filter. The first region, containing the arc

discharge is called the "driver". Here, energetic electrons are present, which excite,

ionize and dissociate gas molecules. This section is optimized for the production of

vibrationally highly excited molecules. The second region is called the "extractor".

In this region only slow thennal plasma electrons are present, because only these are

able to diffuse through the magnetic field. This section is optimized for the

production of H - ions.

We performed several experiments in our source to gain understanding in the

complex of processes which determines the H" density in such a discharge.

Densities of various species in the discharge were measured as a function of gas

pressure, discharge current and voltage. Densities of vibrationally excited molecules

H2(v"^5), of H atoms, and of metastable hydrogen molecules (c 3 n u ) were

determined using Resonantly Enhanced Multiphoton Ionization (REMPI). 27,28

These measurements were performed 7 mm outside the discharge. The density of

H" was determined in the plasma, using a laser detachment tecunique. The electron

density and temperature were determined, using Langmuir probes. Furthermore, we

did H" extraction measurements. The ratio of the extracted H" current and the H-

density in the plasma gives information about the drift velocity of H~ in the plasma.

In section 1.4, different source configurations, which were used in our

experiment, are discussed. Further, more detail about the REMPI diagnostics is

given. Although the diagnostics is treated extensively, by Bonnie et al.,19 the most
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important aspects are repeated in chapter II. Also some modifications made in the

detection system are discussed. The diagnostic features of the laser detachment

technique, the Langmuirprobe measurements and the extraction measurements are

treated in chapter V.

Chapter III deals with a surprising effect, namely, the formation of

vibrationally highly excited molecules by recombination of cold atoms on a cold

metal surface. The atoms were produced by dissociation of molecules on heated

filaments. No discharge was used in these experiments. In chapter IV, the

production and destruction of vibrationally excited molecules and atoms in the

discharge is discussed. Special emphasize is laid on the importance of wall surfaces

on these processes. In Chapter V, the production and destruction of H~ in the

discharge will be discussed. Further, extraction of H- and driftvelocities of H~ are

discussed in this chapter.

1.4. Source configurations

Our volume source is a medium sized multicusp ion source. The main

characteristics will be briefly summarized here. The ion source is a rectangular

magnetic multipole bucket source. The area perpendicular to the beam axis is

1 4 x 1 9 cm2 . Three sets of two tungsten filaments each are mounted in the

backplate. The filaments are = 15 cm long and 1.5 mm thick. Except for the

frontplate all walls are equipped with permanent Co-Sm magnets in a linecusp

configuration generating a cusp field of * 0.07 T on the inside. This cusp field

keeps the primary electrons in the source, thus enhancing the plasma density. The

walls are made of oxygen free copper and covered by a layer of tungsten evaporated

from the filaments. The frontplate is electrically insulated from the other walls, and

can be biased to a separate potential with respect to these walls. The source is

operated in different configurations, to study different aspects. These configurations

are discussed below.

The first configuration of source operation is the one usually applied in volume

sources. In this configuration, there is a magnetic filter present and the frontplate is

kept at the same potential as the source body. In the second configuration, the same

bucket is used, but without magnetic filter and with the frontplate on filament
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potential. The negative frontplate serves the same purpose as the magnetic filter,

namely to confine the primary electrons in the plasma. Therefore, we expect that the

values of the negative ion density, nn-, in the second configuration are characteristic

for those in the driver region.

Co-Sm magnets

Frontplate

Laserbeam

Fig. 3a

14 cm

Co-Sm magnets

E!
DRIVER EXTRACTOR

Magnetic fllter
Gas Inlet

"EnST fe3 123 E<f
23 cm

Probe

Frontplate

Fig. 3b

Figure 3. Schematic drawing of REMPI source (3a) and Extraction source (3b). The scales are

the same.
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The source used for REMPI measurements, is a short version of the second

configuration and is 14 cm deep. The frontplate is kept on filament potential. A

schematic drawing is shown in Fig. 3a. The source, in which the extraction, the H"

density and the Langmuir probe measurements were performed, is 23 cm deep, see

Fig. 3b. In this source, the frontplate used in the REMPI experiment was removed

and replaced by an extension piece with a new frontplate suited for extraction

measurements. This frontplate or beamforming electrode is electrically insulated

from the rest of the walls too, and can be biased with respect to these walls. A

magnetic dipole filter, which could be removed, was created by two rows of extra

magnets on top of the cusp field magnets, as indicated in Fig. 3b. By this means, a

filter was created, having a strength of 4 x 10"3 T and having a depth of = 2 cm

on axis. The filter extends over the whole area perpendicular to the source axis.

The region in which the source is working, and some characteristic densities

are given in Table I.

TABLE I. Woriting regime of the source.

Physical quantity

Discharge current

Discharge voltage

Pressure

Plasma density

Plasma potential

Electron temperature

Rotational temperature, v"£2

Vibrational temperature, \"<2

H" density

Dissociation degree
Fast electron fraction
Ionization degree

Value

0-50

0-200
0.1-3
1010.1012

0.5-5
0.3-3
300-600
2400 - 3200
109. 5x1010

5-20
= 1
= 0.1

Units

A

V
Pa
cm"3

V

eV

K
K
cm"3

%

%
%
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CHAPTER II

Resonance-Enhanced MultiPhoton Ionization

This chapter describes the REMPI diagnostics, used to determine the

vibrational distribution and H atom density in the discharge.

Adjustments made to improve the signal to noise ratio of the detector,

are discussed.

11.1. Principle

The method of detection of vibrationally excited molecules, REMPI, and its

experimental implementation, has been described by Bonnie et al. * For clarity, we

will describe the method, the different parts of the detector, and discuss the

modifications made to the detector.

In multiphoton ionization, the energy of the photons used is such that a

molecule or atom has to absorb more than one photon to overcome the ionization

potential. In general, on absorption of one photon the molecule is excited to a so-

called virtual state. If the laser intensity is sufficiently high, the molecule can pick up

a second photon, and reach a second intermediate virtual state, and so forth. If the

energy of the photons is chosen such that one of the intermediate states corresponds

to a real state, the process is called Resonance-Enhanced MultiPhoton Ionization

(REMPI). By varying the wavelength such, that the sum energy of the photons

matches the energy difference between two real states, REMPI allows detection of

molecules in a particular rotational (quantum number J") and vibrational state

(quantum number v"). The possibility of detecting molecular hydrogen in a quantum

state specific manner with REMPI was introduced by Marinero et al. 2 Fig. 1

shows a schematic potential diagram of the hydrogen molecule. We apply REMPI in

a three photon excitation one photon ionization scheme, (3+l)REMPI. For instance,
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starting from the electronic groundstate, three photons are used to reach the

B 1£u+ , or the C ^TlUy electronically excited intermediate state. On absorption of a

fourth photon the molecule is ionized. An example is shown in Fig. 1. Both H+ and

H2+ are formed in the ionization step. 3 Different rotationally and vibrationally

excited states can be detected, by scanning the wavelength. In our apparatus, the

laser produced ions are detected.

Figure 1. Potential energy diagram of the hydrogen molecule. Indicated is a three photon

transition from the vibrational and electronic g,oundstate to the v' = 2 vibrational level of the

C l r I u electronically excited state, proceeding via two short-lived virtual states (dotted lines).

Absorption of a fourth photon leads to ionization of the molecule, either H2+ or H+ + H.
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II.2. Detection system

A Lamda Physik laser system is used to generate the radiation required. This

system consists of an excimer laser (EMG 111 MSC), which pumps a dye laser

(FL 2002). The dye-laser generates a 15 ns pulse. The bandwidth of the dye laser

is 0.2 cm-1. This indicates that at least 10 longitudinal modes can exist in the cavity

at 600 nm. The system can generate tunable laser light between 320 and 970 nm.

The maximum pulse energy is 30 to 50 mJ. For shorter wavelenghts, we use an

additional frequency-doubling crystal. The maximum frequency-doubled pulse

energy is 5 mJ.

The laser beam is focused to a spot of = 20 H-m diameter, « 7 mm in front of

the discharge chamber. The diameter and intensity distribution of the laser focus

were measured, by imaging the XY-plane (Fig. 2) of the focus on a diode array. A

few % of the laser beam was split off from the main laser beam. Outside the vessel,

the deflected beam was focused by an identical lense as the one used in the

experiment. A cross section of the focus was magnified = 40 times and imaged by a

microscope objective on to a RETICON 128x128 diode array. The magnification

was calibrated with a test chart. Focus diameters between 10 and 20 \im at FWHM

of the intensity, depending on wavelength and alignment of the dye-laser, were

observed using the RETICON.

A schematic picture of the whole detection system is shown in Fig. 2.

Discrimination against unwanted ions is obtained by the application of both a

magnetic field and an electric field in the region where the photoionization process

takes place. The purpose of the magnetic field is not only to prevent plasma ions

from entering the transport channel, but also to keep the electron current, extracted

from the plasma by electric fields, as low as possible. So only neutral particles

coming from the discharge, which live long enough to travel a distance greater than

= 1 cm, are able to the laserfocus. Such particles are H2 molecules in the electronic

groudstate, metastables (H2 c 3nu) and atoms. The electric field accelerates the laser

produced ions into the transport channel. These ions gain a specific amount of

energy, determined by the position in the field where they are ionized. Ions having

the correct energy are selected by a parallel plate energy analyzer and are detected.

The complete particle transport system is in fact a time of flight (TOF) mass
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spectrometer which enables us to distinguish between H+ and H2+ ions and

impurities.

Jet

.Periodic focusing
Itransport system

Z-axis

X-axis Y-axis

Figure 2. Schematic set-up of the REMPI detection system. Indicated are the discharge

chamber, from which the neutral particles effuse; parts of the magnetic field generating circuit; the

periodic focusing transport system, the parallel plate energy analyzer and the electron multiplier.
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Figure 3. Scale diagram of the detection system. Indicated are (1) position of the laser

focus; (2) magnetic circuit (3) with water-cooled field coils (3); insulated cone that can be biased on

4 kV; (5) transport system, (6) parallel plate energy analyzer, (7) electron multiplier; (8) aperture in

discharge wall; (9) diaphragms in parallel plate energy analyzer and (10) aperture in extraction cone.

A detailed diagram of the detection system, drawn to scale, is given in Fig. 3.

In this figure, the laser beam travels perpendicular to the plain of paper and is
focused at position (1). Under working conditions, the magnetic field strength,
generated by the magnetic circuit, at position (1) is 1 T. The gap between the pole
pieces or cones is 4 mm. The cone numbered (4) is biased on 4 kV. The opposite
cone is on earth potential. The laser is focused in the middle of the gap. The
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particles, ionized in the middle of the gap, gain an energy of 2 kV. The aperture in
the frontplate of the discharge (8) is 2x8 mm2. The aperture in the cone on earth

potential was 2.5 or 0.5 mm. The lenses in the transport section (5) have alternately

potentials of 0 and -5 kV. The lens system transports the particles from a high

(1 T) to a low (~ 10-3 T) magnetic field region with an efficiency of ~ 100 %.

This low field is required because of the use of an energy analyzer (6) and ion

detector (7). The potentials on the energy analyzer are chosen such, that only

particles with an energy of ~ 2 kV reach the detector. Scattered UV-light from the

laser or the discharge and/or ions, coming surfaces near the laserfocus are unable to

reach the the detector. Diaphragms can be put in the inlet and outlet of the energy

analyzer. By this means the acceptance volume of the laserfocus can be influenced.

The detector is a Johnston MM1 "focused-mesh" Cu-Be electron multiplier. After

amplification, the signal from the ion detector is fed into a gated, current integrating

analog-to digital converter. Both H+, H2+ signals and the laser pulse energy, as

measured with a photodiode behind the experiment, are recorded for each laser shot.

At each measuring point, several laser shots are done, to obtain better statistics. The

H+, H2+ and pulse energy are averaged. The whole experiment is controlled by a

microcomputer. The data are stored on tape and transported to the laboratory host

computer for further analysis.

1.3. Detection efficiency and signal to noise ratio

The detection sensitivity of the detector used in the experiments of by Bonnie

et al. 1 was 2x l0 1 0 cnr^. However, under discharge conditions the ratio of the

wanted (3+l)REMPI signal over the unwanted wavelength independent 1-photon

ionization signal originating from metastables, was too low to detect vibrationally

excited molecules with quantum number v" > 2. Therefore, we made two

modifications in the detector, 1) Reducing the size of the diaphragms in the in- and

out-let of the parallel plate energy analyzer to 4x1 mm2 and 2) exchanging the cone

(Fig. 3) with an aperture of 2.5 mm by one with an aperture of 0.5 mm. By this

means, the acceptance volume of the detector is greatly reduced. This reduction of

the acceptance volume decreases the volume from where (3+l)RMI ions are detected

far less than the much larger volume from where metastables , which are ionized by
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a 1 or 2 photon process, are detected. Therefore, this reduction results in a better

signal to noise ratio of the (3+l)RMI process.

1600

•e- Sxold
••• Sxdiaf
-*- Sxdia+ap

-0.3 -0.1 0.1 0.3 0.5 0,7
Lens displacement along X-axis (mm)

2000

C/3

1000 •Q- Syold
-*• Sydiaf
-*• Sydia+ap

-1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
Lens displacement along Y-axis (mm)

Figure 4. Variation of the REMPI signal of the transition X 1Zg
+ (v"=O,J"=l) -»

l n u (v'=2J'=l)) as a function of focal position. X and Y axes refer to the coordinate frame given in

Fig.2. Indicated are three curves: 1) Sxold = REMPI signal in X direction in situation as described

Bonnie et al. * , 2) Sxdiaf = REMPI signal for the case with diaphragms in parallel plate energy

analyzer (See (9) in Fig. 3), and 3) Sxdia+ap = REMPI signal for the case with diaphragms in

energy analyzer and an 0.S mm aperture in extraction cone (See (10) in Fig.3).
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By scanning the focusing lens in the XY-plane, the acceptance volume of the

detector can be determined by measuring the (3+l)REMPI signal of the groundstate.

Figs. 4a and 4b show the acceptance volume of the detection system for the old

detector, the detector with diaphragms in the energy analyzer, and the detector with

diaphragms in the energy analyzer and a 0.5 mm aperture in the extraction cone.

The acceptance volume, i.e. the volume of the laser focus imaged into the detector

now has the dimensions of 100 \xm in axial direction and 400 |J.m by 400 |a.m in

perpendicular directions (FWHM signal).

The detection sensitivity is improved to »2xlO^ particles cm"3 in the

discharge. This corresponds to = 8x l0 7 particles cm'3 in the laser focus. In

principle this allows us to measure rovibrational populations with a density of 2x109

particles cm"3, but due to the remainder of the wavelength independent 1 or 2 photon

background signal, this can be a factor 2 or 3 worse, depending on discharge

conditions. Between 340 and 380 nm we also observe (4+l)RMI signals

originating from v" = 0, 1 to the G 1Zg+, H l2g+, I ^ g and J *Ag

electronically excited states. These transitions were assigned using energy levels

from Dieke. 4 These signals coincide with some lines of (3+l)RMI signals of

v" = 3, 4 and 5. Until now both "unwanted" signals prohibited us to measure

populations of v" > 5.
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CHAPTER III

Observation of exceptionally high vibrational excitation of hydrogen
molecules formed by wall recombination

Relative densities of H atoms and H2(v") molecules in vibrational
levels up to v" = 5, effusing from a metal box containing heated
tungsten filaments, were detected by a resonance-enhanced
multiphoton ionization technique. The atom production is compatible
with dissociation of molecules at the filament. The formation ofHiiV)
is attributed to an Eley-Rideal type reaction, in which a free atom
recombines with an adsorbed atom at the cold wall, followed by
desorption. Above 2800 K we observe an abrupt drop in the atom and
the H2(v") densities. It is ascribed to the effects of annealing on the
filament surface.

It is commonly accepted that in a hydrogen volume source the negative
hydrogen ions (H~) are formed by dissociative attachment of slow electrons to
vibrationally excited molecules H2(v"), l23 where v" is the vibrational quantum

number. The vibrational excitation is attributed to electron impact excitation of
molecules (in v" = 0) by the fast primary electrons in the discharge. 4 To gain
information on these processes one is interested in measuring the distribution of
vibrationally excited molecules. 5 We have chosen Resonance-Enhanced
MultiPhoton Ionization (REMPI) 6 as the method to study the discharge in our
volume source. REMPI is a powerful method because it allows the efficient
detection of (metastable) molecules in specific rotational and vibrational states,7 as
well as atoms.

This chapter is concerned with the discovery that with the filaments heated, but
the discharge turned off, we have been able to detect vibrationally excited molecules
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with v" up to 5. In a similar experiment, Hall et al. 8 observed the formation of

H2(v") molecules with v" up to 9, using dissociative attachment of slow electrons to

H2(v") as a detection technique. Therefore, two independent detection techniques

have been used by now to establish the presence of vibrationally highly excited

molecules in the gas effusing from a nearly closed box containing hydrogen gas and

heated filaments. The vibrational excitation is attributed to recombinative desorption

of hydrogen atoms on the cold walls of the discharge chamber. The atoms result

from dissociation of molecules on the hot filaments. The main distinction between

our work and that of Hall et a!., 8 is our ability to detect atoms in addition to

molecules. This way we can demonstrate the very close relation that exists between

those two types of particles.

Other experiments dedicated to a study of recombinative desorption of

hydrogen 9,10,11 u s e d permeation through the sample to obtain a wall covered by

atomic hydrogen. In these cases only the v" = 1 level has been detected. Using

various wall materials, the population of v" = 1 was found to be in excess of the

value expected on basis of the wall temperature.

The discovery that walls catalyse the population of high vibrational states will

bear on different fields like catalysis and plasma or interstellar chemistry, because

reaction rates are known to increase an order of magnitude with each higher

vibrational quantum number. 12 Moreover, it might modify ideas about plasma-

wall interactions in a tokamak when the neutral gas transports energy in the form of

vibrational excitation across the boundary into the plasma. In particular, it presents

the intriguing question concerning which mechanism dominates the production of

H2(v") molecules in a real discharge, wall recombination or fast electron excitation.

In the following, we present measurements on both the H2(v") and the H atom

density as functions of the filament temperature from 1600 to 3000 K, and of the

pressure from 0.3 to 2 Pa. We restrict ourselves to the highest levels detected,

v" = 4 and 5, because they allow an unambiguous interpretation.

A constant flow of hydrogen is admitted to the chamber of a magnetic multipole

bucket ion source. The dimensions of the rectangular chamber are 14x14x19 cnA

Three sets of two tungsten filaments each, each filament with diameter 1.5 mm and

length « 15 cm, are mounted on insulated water-cooled feedthroughs. The

watercooled walls are made of oxygen-free copper and covered by a grey non-
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transparant layer of tungsten, evaporated from the filaments. No further analysis of
the wall was made. In the edge-cooled frontplate is cut an aperture of 10x2 mm2

through which the gas effuses.

We measured the filament temperature Tf for If up to 90 A (that is Tf up to

2700 K, uncertainty of ~ 30 K) with an optical pyrometer. For larger If we

estimated Tf (uncertainty 50 - 100 K) in the following way. Assuming that the

filaments have an uniform temperature profile, we calculated the specific resistivity

from the measured current and voltage needed to heat the filaments. Then, we

compared tabulated values of the specific resistivity 13 with calculated ones to derive

a temperature. The effective filament length was obtained by fitting the estimated

temperature to the one measured with the pyrometer for If below 90 A.

Outside the source chamber the beam of an excimer-pumped dye laser is

focused approximately 5 mm in front of the aperture. An electric field of 1 MV/m

accelerates the laser-produced ions into a lens system, which transports them to the

detector. The 5 mJ, 15 nsec laser pulse is focused to a spot of « 20 ^m diameter.

A detailed description of the experiment and diagnostic is given in chapter II and a

separate paper.14

State-selective detection of hydrogen molecules and atoms is obtained by

applying (3+1) REMPI, i.e. a three-photon excitation, one-photon ionization

scheme. Molecules with v" = 4 and v" = 5 were detected using the C 1 n u level

with v1 = 1 and v' = 2, respectively, as intermediate resonant state. The

assignment is performed using the energy levels given by Dabrowski.15 To obtain

information on the density of the H2(v" = 4) molecules* denoted by n(v" = 4), we

measured the amplitude of the ion signal associated with the strong Q(J" = 1)

transition, where J" is the rotational quantum number of the groundstate, and Q

denotes AJ = 0. This amplitude is proportional to n(v" = 4), since we have no

indication that the rotational temperature changes much with source parameters. To

obtain the atom density, nn, we used the same procedure. The atoms were excited

from the n = 1 groundstate to the n = 2 state (A, = 364.74 nm). Each measuring

point was obtained by averaging at least 500 laserpulses, in order to eliminate

statistical variations in the ionization signal. Note that this procedure does not lead to

an absolute determination of the densities, because the three-photon excitation cross

sections are not known. It allows us to determine the dependence of the densities on
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Tf and gas pressure.

First we describe the measurements of nn, n(v" = 4), and n(v" = 5) at

different gas pressures. After each change in pressure, the REMPI signal at first

shows a rapid change, and then continues to change slowly with a time constant of

about 2 minutes until it reaches a steady state. Therefore the densities have been

measured 10 minutes after changing the pressure. It is expected that they represent

stationary conditions. The differences between the densities measured at increasing

or at decreasing pressure are about 10 %. The slow change in signal after pressure

changes might be caused by diffusion of hydrogen from the surface into the bulk or

from the bulk towards the surface. We observed that atoms and vibrationally excited

molecules have the same almost linear pressure dependence. This is shown in

Fig. 1.

Density versus pressure, filament temperature 2800 K
500

400 f-

300 -

JQ 200 -

Q 100 -

0.0 1.0
Pressure (Pa)

Figure 1. Measured densities as a function of gas pressure;

n(v" = 5). The filament temperature is 2800 K.
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Fig. 2 gives the stationary densities nn and n(v" = 4) as function of filament

temperature Tf, and at a pressure of 1 Pa. One set of two filaments was used.

Measurements were done 10 minutes after changing Tf. Differences between data

obtained with increasing and decreasing Tf are of the order of 15 %. Although nn,

n(v" = 4) and n(v" = 5) vary more than one order of magnitude when changing Tf

from 1600 to 2900 K, their ratios n(v" = 4)/nn, derived from Fig. 2, and

n(v" = 5)AIH stayed almost constant within 30 %, which is shown in Fig. 3. So the

data indicate that, within the experimental uncertainty, we find the same dependence

on Tf for nn, n(v" = 4), and n(v" = 5).

FILAMENT CURRENT (A)
60 80 100

1600 2000 2400 2800

FILAMENT TEMP (K)

Figure 2. Measured densities as a function of filament temperature; nji: triangles; n(v" = 4):

circies. The upper axis gives the corresponding filament current. The pressure is 1 Pa. The full

drawn curve is an estimate of the atom density based on Eqs. 1 and 2. It gives values proportional
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Figure 3. Ratio of n(v" = 4)/nn and n(v" = 4)/I>H as a function of filament current. The pressure

is 1 Pa.

If the measurements are done "fast" (1 minute at each measuring point, no
stationary condition reached) we observe a hysteresis, especially when Tf rises
above 2700 K. This is shown in Fig. 4 for nn and n(v" = 4). We remark that
despite of the large decrease of both nn and n(v" = 4) at filament temperatures
above 2900 K, the ratio of these densities approximately stays constant.

The rotational temperatures Tr are determined from a Bolzmann plot containing
the measured amplitudes of the Q(J" = 1), Q(J" = 2) and Q(J" = 3) transitions.
For v" = 4 we found a rotational temperature of « 500 K (uncertainty 50 K) at
pressures of 1 and 2 Pa. Note that this is much below the filament temperatures of
2900 K. This observation is consistent with the lack of observable excitation effects
for v" > 0 in the measurements of Hall et al. 8
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Figure 4. Measurement of the densities nn and n(v" = 4), as a function of filament current under

non stationary conditions , demonstrating the strong hysteresis. Each measurement is taken one

minute after the previous one. The pressure is 1 Pa. The arrows give the direction in which the data

are measured.

First we discuss the formation of atomic hydrogen and the scaling of nn with

Tf. The only mechanism available for the production of atomic hydrogen in a cold

chamber with hot filaments is dissociation of molecules on those filaments.16*17

Therefore, we look in more detail at the phenomena taking place at the filament

surface. First we mention that on a hot filament the hydrogen coverage is very

small. A simple rate equation for 9, the fraction of a monolayer of hydrogen atoms

actually present on the filament surface, gives 9 < 1(H. It means that molecules

incident on the filament collide with a bare tungsten surface. Then, the flux of atoms

<(>(H) leaving the filament is given by,
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= 2smPa<KH2), (1)

where, sm is the sticking probability of molecular hydrogen, Pa is the atomization

probability, and <J>(H-2) is the flux of molecules towards the filaments. The right

hand side of Eq. 1 gives the flux of hydrogen molecules arriving at the surface,

sticking there, and dissociating. The factor two accounts for the fact that each

molecule dissociates into two atoms. Tamm and Schmidt l 8 give a sticking

probability sm for hydrogen molecules of 0.07 on a polycrystalline W surface at

zero coverage and 300 K. The behaviour of s m at high temperatures is not known

to us. Essentially the same value (0.06) is quoted by Rettner et al. 19 for a single-

crystal W (110) surface. The probability of atomization Pa of molecules which stick

to a hot filament is calculated from an expression given by Brennan and Fletcher:16

p. «*[£»• c^+s) } 1 / 2 - ^ H . (2)

Here, Kp denotes the equilibrium constant for the reaction H2<=*2H, 2 0

7 = (Tf/Tg)1/2, in which Tg is the gas temperature, and p is the gas pressure. Eq. 2

is valid for molecules which stick to and equilibrate with the filament surface.

At a filament temperature Tf = 2500 K, the Eqs. 1 and 2 result in an atomic flux

<(>(H) = 4xlO17 s^cnr2. A flux is converted to a density by dividing it by VTf.

Therefore, plotting in Fig. 2 the calculated value of Pa/VTf, we can compare the

measurements with our simple estimate. We see that they show the same trend for

Tf < 2800 K. Above =2800 K, some process interferes with the atomization,

because tin decreases strongly and abruptly, see Figs. 2 and 4.

The sudden decrease can not be ascribed to the burrying of H atoms on the cold

walls by tungsten atoms evaporated from the filaments. The flux of tungsten atoms

0(W) at the filament surface due to evaporation 13 at 2800 K is 3xlO14 s^cnr2,

which is 1000 times lower than the value calculated for <j>(H). Other wall related

effects are just as unlikely. Therefore, the seat of this process should be at the

filaments.

We attribute the drop in atom production to a change in filament surface

structure. We suppose that above 2800 K some kind of annealing of the surface

takes place. As a result of this annealing, the surface becomes dominated by (110)
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facets. Polizzotti and Ehrlich 2 1 conclude from their data that physically adsorbed

hydrogen does not serve as a precursor to chemisorption on the densely packed

(110) plane. We thus come to the following picture. A cold filament with a generally

rough surface is gradually heated. On rough planes and on surface imperfections of

(110) planes the molecules adsorb, attain equilibrium, and dissociate. This kind of

atom-production is described by Eq. 1, and fits the experimental data as seen in

Fig. 2. Above 2800 K surface imperfections reduce in number and the whole

surface sttasns a (110) character. This proces takes of the order of 2 minutes, and

the production of hydrogen atoms decreases, as is verified by Fig. 4. When we let

the filament cool down the surface roughness is restored, a process that can be

mediated for instance by segregation of impurities. 2 2 Thus we go through the

hysteresis cycle shown in Fig. 4.

In principle, H2(v") can be produced in three ways: 1) production on hot

filaments, 2) gas phase recombination and 3) recombination of atoms on v ills. In

the following discussion we will show that H2(v") production is attributed to

recombinative desorption of H atoms on the cold walls, one atom coming from the

vacuum.

If the excitation took place on the filaments one would expect an increase in

vibrational temperature with Tf, that is a rapid increase in the ratio

n(v" = 5)/n(v" = 4). This contradicts our measurements which showed no change

of n(v" = 5)/n(v" = 4) with T f. Near Tf = 2800 K, Figs. 2 and 4 show a

saturation in the densities, which can not be explained on basis of this assumption

either. Therefore, two experimental facts are at variance with this idea, making it

unlikely that the filaments are the source of vibrational excitation.

The rate coefficient for three-body gas phase recombination of H atoms 2 3

predicts a nebligibly small production of molecules. Besides, gas phase

recombination of H atoms would give a linear increase of n(v")/nH with increasing

riH, which is not observed.

The fact that H2(v") observed in this experiment can neither be formed by gas

phase recombination nor by formation at the filaments led us to the hypothesis that

H2(v") is formed by recombination of two atoms on the wall. This view is

supported by recent measurements of Hall et al.8 who observed molecules with

v" = 1 - 9 under similar conditions. In the following discussion we will
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demonstrate that in this type of wall recombination one of the two atoms must come

from the vacuum in order to have enough excess energy to populate higher v"

levels.

At low atomic coverage 6a of the cold wall, the atoms from the hot filament

mainly arrive at unoccupied sites and stick. Then, 8a scales as nn, and desorption is

due to the recombination of two adsorbed atoms. Hence, one would expect that

n(v" = 4) is proportional to 6a
2 , and thus to nji2- However, this behaviour does

not characterize the present experimental data. Moreover, if two atoms recombine on

the cold wall, the available energy, being the difference of the dissociation energy

and two times the binding energy, is just enough to populate v" = 1. 9

If we assume a high coverage, 8 a = 1, H2(v") is formed by recombination of a

surface atom with one coming from the vacuum. This is an example of the so-called

Eley-Rideal reaction (reviewed in 2 4 ) . Then, n(v" = 4) should scale as nn. This is

indeed what we observe when varying pressure and If (Figs. 1, 2,3). The available

energy is the dissociation energy minus one times the binding energy. Depending on

which value one takes for E^,16-9 we find an energy which is between 2 and

2.5 eV. This is sufficient to populate v" = 4 and possibly v" = 5, in agreement

with our measurements. Although the potential of a subsurface hydrogen is not

known, recombination with an atom that is bound in an inner well provides the

possibility for excitation of the desorbed molecules to vibrational levels v" > 5 (See

Fig. 2 in first ref. in 9). An alternative, although less likely explanation for the

observation of Hall et al. 8 that even molecules up to v" = 9 are emitted is the direct

recombination of two atoms coming from the gas phase. This process though would

give for v" > 5 a quadratic dependence of n(v") on nn- As we were not able to

extend our measurements beyond v" = 5, we unfortunately were not able to measure

the relation between n(v" > 5) and nn- Of course, at 6a = 1 recombination of

adsorbed atoms is still possible. But this process does not lead to v" > 1, and does

not modify measured scaling laws.
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CHAPTER IV

Dissociation and vibrational excitation of H2 molecules and wall

influence on the densities in a multicusp ion source

We have determined absolute densities of vibrationally excited

hydrogen molecules with v" up to 5 and atoms in a discharge, using

resonant multiphoton ionization. All measurements were done as a

function of discharge voltage, discharge current and gas pressure. The

occupation of v" = 3 -5 is strongly super-thermal. This effect is more

pronounced at higher discharge currents. Scaling laws for the

dependence of the density of various particles on the discharge

parameters are presented. The analysis shows that vibrationally highly

excited molecules are predominantly produced by primary electron

excitation and deexcited on each wall collision. H atom densities have

also been determined by resonant multiphoton ionization. The atoms

are produced by dissociation of molecules by primary electrons,

dissociation of molecules on the filaments, and collisions between

positive ions and electrons and destroyed by recombination on the

walls. Our analysis shows that the recombination coefficient of atoms

on the walls is =0.1.

1. INTRODUCTION

A promising method for heating and driving the current of a fusion plasma is

neutral beam injection.1 Due to inefficient neutralization of positive hydrogenic ions

at the necessary energies (« 1 MeV),2 negative deuterium ions are envisaged for

this purpose. A volume source is one of the candidates for generating such a beam.

To study the chemistry of such a source, it is important to know the vibrational
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distribution of hydrogen molecules in the discharge. The vibrational distribution in

turn is assumed to be key parameter in the production of H\ It may also yield more

understanding of hydrogen discharges in general.

Processes which determine the vibrational distribution in a discharge are:

1) Generation of vibrationally excited molecules,

2) Quenching of the vibrational distribution,

3) Redistribution over the different vibrational states.

An example of the first process is the so-called e-V process. 3-4 This process

involves vibrational excitation of molecules by thermal electrons in the discharge. It

predominantly populates the low lying vibrational levels (v"<3). Another example is

the E-V process, 5 in which molecules are excited by energetic electrons to

electronically excited singlet states, such as B 1 £ u
+ and C ^ u according to:

H2(v"=0) + ep -> H2* + e , [1]

Subsequently these electronically excited states radiate back to the electronic ground

state:

H2* ->H2(v")+hv. [2]

The E-V process is an effective process to populate the higher vibrational levels.

Other processes which can contribute to the production of H2(v") are recombination

of atoms on the walls 6>7 and Auger deexcitation of molecular ions on the walls.8

Two examples of quenching of vibrationally excited molecules are ionization

by fast electrons and dissociative attachment of vibrationally excited molecules by

slow plasma electrons,

H2(v") + e -» H2" (2Su+) -» H" + H(ls) . [3]

The cross section for this latter reaction strongly depends on the vibrational quantum

number v".9>10 It is expected that molecules with v" £ 5 are responsible for the

production of H* in such a discharge. Examples of the third process (redistribution

over different vibrational levels) are molecular collisions, collisions with slow

electrons (e-V), collisions with H atoms and collisions with the walls. l l

Several experiments have been performed to measure the vibrational

distribution. Pealat etal .1 2 measured the vibrational distribution up to "u" = 3 using

Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS) in a hydrogen discharge. Bonnie et
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al. 13 succeeded in measuring up to v" = 2 in such a discharge using Resonance-

Enhanced MultiPhoton Ionization (REMPI). It was found that these molecules are

predominantly produced by the e-V process, and quenched or deexcited by atoms or

slow electrons. Recently, an experiment has been set up at Lawrence Berkeley

Laboratory 14 to determine the vibrational distribution by means of one photon VUV

absorption spectroscopy in the discharge.

Here we present measurements on the vibrational distribution up to v" = 5.

We show experimentally determined scaling laws for vibrationally excited

molecules, and set up a model based on rate equations to explain these scaling laws.

From this it will become clear that the v" < 3 densities are determined by other

processes than those of 3 < v" < 5. We present additional measurements on the

atomic hydrogen density in the discharge. In chapter 5 we will report the H" density,

and discuss the relation between the H" density and the vibrational distribution.15

In section 2 we discuss the model. In section 3 we describe the experiment and

the determination of the vibrational distribution from the measurements. In section 4

we present the results on the vibrationally excited molecules and discuss the scaling

laws. In this section, we will compare the H2(v") density with our model

quantitatively. In section 5 we show the scaling of atomic hydrogen with discharge

parameters. At the end we will summarize the conclusions in section 6.

2. MODEL

Many reactions occurring in hydrogen volume sources and the corresponding

cross sections have been reviewed recently by Hiskes.16 Modelling of the

discharge, by setting up a set of coupled differential equations describing production

and decay of all species in the discharge, which is solved numerically, has been

performed by several groups.4'17-18*19' Here simple models will be presented,

consisting of expressions which can give quick insight in the reactions concerned.

These expressions enable us to describe our measurements qualitatively and

sometimes quantitatively. These expressions have been mainly derived elsewhere

13,20,21,22 a n ( i w in ^e summarized briefly. First we summarize expressions for the

density of primary electrons, thermal electrons and positive ions in the discharge.
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Then we give additional expressions for the density of vibrationally excited

molecules and atoms.

Primary electrons, accelerated from the filaments over the discharge voltage Vd

are the source for all excitation and ionization processes in the discharge. According

to Leung et al. 2 1 and Goede et al. 2 2 the density of primary electrons np can be

written as:

[4]
D p >

where Id denotes the discharge current, e the elementary electron charge, V the

volume of the discharge, np the density of primary electrons, Tw the characteristic

loss time of primary electrons by wall collisions, and l/(ng <Oin t>p>) the

characteristic loss time of primary electrons by inelastic collisions. ng denotes the

gas density, Ojn the cross section for all inelastic collisions and \)p the average

velocity of fast electrons.

At low pressures wall losses dominate, and i w < tin . In this case np is proportional

to the discharge current. When Tin dominates over Tw, both density and energy

distribution function of the primary electrons are effected by ng. From Eq. [4] it

follows that np decreases with ng at high pressures. This is confirmed by

measurements of Hopkins et al. 2 3 and Eenshuistra et al.. 15 In our source the

transition, where t w = tin , takes place at p = 0.2 Pa. ^

Many species in the discharge are produced by inelastic collisions between gas

molecules and primary electrons. Examples are plasma electrons with density ne,

positive ions with density ni and vibrationally highly excited molecules H2(v" > 3)

with density n". The density of thermal electrons is expressed as:

ne = ng np «Jion '°p> te> [5]

where t c denotes the average loss time of electrons. Positive ions are described by a

similar expression. Substituting Eq. [4] into Eq. [5] yields:

Id ng <an n Up> xen = r [oj
e V (ng « j j n "Op> + l /xw)
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Eq. [6] predicts that ne will increase with increasing p at low pressure when

1/ xw > ng <Oin "Op>, and saturate when l/xw < ng <G[n u p>. Eq. [6] also

predicts that ne increases with 1 .̂

For the density n" of vibrationally excited molecules (v" > 3) produced by

primary electron excitation of groundstate molecules (Eqs. [1] and [2]), we write:

n" = ng np <o tv %> t" . [7]

where x" denotes the average loss time of these molecules in the discharge.

Additional mechanisms which may contribute to the production of n" are excitation

of H2 by plasma electrons (e-V process) and Auger neutralization of H2+ molecules
2 4 (density nj2 .temperature TJ2) on the surfaces of the walls (s-V process). The first

mechanism is expressed by:

ne ng <oey t)g> x" . [7a]

Following Hiskes et al,8 the production of H2(v") by the s-V process is written as:

[7b]

Here k is the Bolzmann constant, mi2 is the mass of H2+, AJ2 is the effective surface

area for ion collisions, f' is a factor which gives the fraction of molecules which are

excited into a specific level v". We assume f" = 0.022 8 for each vibrational level

v", i.e. each level has the same probability to be populated. This means that

= 30 % of the H2+ ions impinging on the walls are converted into H2(v")

molecules. Since n,2 was not measured in our discharge, we assume that nj2 equals

an i , where a is a constant of the order of 0.1 irrespective of discharge

parameters.25'26 Both additional production processes increase linearly with Id and

saturate with pressure due to the dependence of np on p. The characteristic loss time

x" for H2(v") molecules is given by :

X" [8]
ng <OgVg> + np <ap 'up>+

Loss by wall collisions is expressed by u"/b"L, where L denotes the characteristic

length of the source and b" the number of collisions it takes to deexcite a molecule

with vibrational quantum number v". The term ng<ogDg> accounts for deexcitation
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by collisions with molecules, np<CTpt)p> for ionization by primary electrons,

ne<aDAi>e> for loss by dissociative electron attachment (Eq. [3]) and nH <OVTUH>

for the net loss by collisions with atoms (atomic density nn, Eq. [9]). At low p the

wall term v"/b" L will dominate the denominator in Eq.[8] and n" will increase

linearly with discharge current and pressure. At high p, one of the other processes

may dominate. If dissociative attachment by electrons or quenching by atoms

dominates, this will lead to saturation of n" with increasing Id-

The last term in the denominator of Eq. [8] represents transfer of vibrational

energy to translational energy by collisions of H2(v") with atoms (V-T process),

according to:

H2(v") + H -» H2(V< v") + H . [9]

The cross section of this process is calculated by Gorse et al. 18 for different v" and

different temperatures of the atoms.

The atomic density nn is expressed as:

2 sm P H Af Vo
nH = (2 ng np <a<jiS vp> + ng ^ - *• + ng ni

2 nj2 n e <Oi2e'V>e> + ni3 n e <ai3e "Oe^ XR • [10]

The first term represents the production of atoms through dissociation of gas

molecules by primary electrons.

H2 + e p - > H + H . [11]

The second term describes the dissociation of molecules on the hot filaments.7 sm is

the sticking probability for H2 molecules on the filament surface, P H the probability

for dissociation of molecules on the filaments, Af the effective filament surface area.

The last three terms express the production of atoms by secondary particles, which

are produced by collisions between primary electrons and gas molecules. The

symbols have their obvious meaning. Possible candidates are the H2+ ions,

H2
+ + H2 -» H3+ + H , [12]

or slow electrons,
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H3
+ + e -» H2 + H , [13a]

H2
+ + e -> H + H . [13b]

Bonnie et al. 1 3 showed that the average loss time XH is dominated by

recombination of atoms on the walls. Therefore TH is expressed as:

TH = — , [14]

where y denotes the recombination coefficient of atoms on the walls.

If the first term in Eq. [10] dominates, nn will increase linearly with Id and p at

sufficiently low pressure. The variation of nn with discharge voltage Vd is

determined by the dependence of <Cdis Up> and <Oin t)p> on Vd. At high p, nH will

saturate with pressure due to a decrease of np and Dp (Eq. [4]).

If the second term in Eq.[10] dominates, we expect a similar dependence of nn on

p. There might be a decrease of nn with Vd, because, to keep Id constant at

increasing Vd we have to lower the heating current through the filaments. Without

the discharge on, we did measure a decrease of nn with decreasing filament heating

current.7

Assuming that one of the last three terms dominates, and combining Eqs.

[4,5,10,14] we obtain:

nH ^ V <Oin

e V L ( ng «Jin v p > + 1/TW)

with co a constant. This expression predicts a quadratic dependence of nH on p at

low p and a linear dependence of nu on p at high pressure.

3 EXPERIMENT AND METHOD

3.1 Multicusp ion source

The ion source used in the experiments is a typical, medium size volume

source, but no filter is applied. It has been described in detail elsewhere.27 The main

characteristics will be briefly summarized here. The ion source is a rectangular
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magnetic multipole bucket source. The area perpendicular to the beam axis is

14 x 19 cm2. The source is 14 cm deep. Three sets of two tungsten filaments

each are mounted in the backplate. Except for the frontplate all walls are equipped

with permanent Co-Sm magnets in a linecusp configuration generating a cusp field

of = 0.07 T on the inside. The walls are made of oxygen free copper and covered

by a layer of tungsten evaporated from the filaments. The source is operated up to

30 A, 200 V dc. The frontplate or beamforming electrode is electrically insulated

from the rest of the walls and kept on filament potential. The reason is to have a high

lifetime of primary electrons, as in a magnetic filter source. Working pressure in the

source is between 0.2 and 5 Pa.

All pressures were measured at the end of a bended 30 cm long and 6 mm

diameter metal tube with a heat conductance pressure gauge (Pirani). Magnets are

placed round this tube and a grid is placed in this tube to prevent charged particles

from reaching this gauge. The observed pressure equals = the filling pressure

without discharge. Keeping the admitted hydrogen flow to the source constant, no

change in pressure was observed, when operating the discharge or varying

discharge current or voltage. Apparently, all atoms produced in the discharge and all

molecules cool down to = 300 K before reaching the Pirani gauge. Since they

make many collisions with the tube wall, this seems not unreasonable. The flow is

kept constant in all measurements. This means that the actual pressure in the source

chamber goes up. The pressure given in the following figures is the filling pressure

as measured by the pressure gauge.

3.2 Method

The method of detection of vibrationally excited molecules, REMPI, and its

experimental implementation, has also been introduced previously.27 Here we will

summarize the method and indicate differences with our earlier work. REMPI

allows detection of molecules in a particular rotational (quantum number J") and

vibrational state. We apply REMPI in a three photon excitation one photon

ionization scheme, (3+l)REMPI. Three photons are used to reach the B ^Z u
+ , or

the C l n u , electronically excited intermediate state. See Table I. On absorption of a

fourth photon the molecule is ionized. A spectrum of the detected ion current versus
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wavelength is shown in Fig. 1. Depending on the transition either H2+ or H+ is

found after ionization. 2 8 The assignment of the peaks in the spectra is performed

using the energy levels for the X ^ g * , B ^ u 4 " and C ^Uu states given by

Dabrowski.29 The transitions used to determine the population of the various

vibrational levels are given in Table I (transitions 1 to 7). Experimentally, the

intensity of a transition is determined by the REMPI signal at peak position from

which the background measured adjacent to the peak is subtracted.

i
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Figure 1 (3+l)REMPI spectrum, showing different rotational lines originating from v" = 4

(lower figure, transition 6 in Table I) and v" = 1 (upper figure, transition 5 in Table I) and the

wavelength independent background caused by ionization of metastables. The discharge current,

voltage and pressure are 10 A, 100 V and 1 Pa respectively.
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To determine the relative probabilities for three photon excitation, one needs to

know in principle the spatial and time distribution of the laser intensity. However,

we follow a less cumbersome, but less precise method, by measuring transitions

originating from different levels at constant laserpulse energy, focus shape and

averaging the REMPI signals over a sufficient number of laser shots. Each data

point was obtained by averaging at least 500 laser shots, to eliminate statistical

variations in the ionization signal.

3.3 Detection system

An excimer pumped dye-laser system generates a 15 ns pulse, which is

focused to a spot of « 20 (Xm diameter, approximately 7 mm in front of the

discharge chamber. To measure the populations of v" = 3, 4 and 5, that had not

been studied before, we used DMQ, dissolved in dioxane. This dye yields

wavelengths between 340 and 380 nm. The laser energy was ~ 6 mJ per pulse.

The laser-produced ions are accelerated by an electric field of 10 kV/cm into a lens

system, transported through this system to an energy analyzer and detected on a

particle multiplier. To improve the detection sensitivity of 2xlO10 cm"3, reported by

Bonnie et al?-1 for this system, we made two modifications in the detector, as

shown in chapter II, 1) Reducing the size of the diaphragms in the in- and out-let of

the parallel plate energy analyzer to 4x1 mm2 and 2) exchanging the cone (part (4)

in Fig. 3 in Bonnie et al. 27) with an aperture of 2.5 mm by one with an aperture of

0.5 mm. The acceptance volume, i.e. the volume of the laser focus imaged into the

detector now has the dimensions of 100 ^m in axial direction and 400 |im by

400 nm in perpendicular directions (FWHM signal). The acceptance volume is

reduced by a factor 100, compared to the old situation. This reduction of the

acceptance volume decreases the volume from where (3+l)REMPI ions are detected

far less than the much larger volume from where metastables, which are ionized by a

1 or 2 photon process, are detected. Therefore, this reduction results in a better

signal to noise ratio of the (3+l)REMPI process. The detection sensitivity is

improved to = 2xlO9 particles cm-3 in the discharge. This corresponds to = 8xl07

particles cm"3 in the laser focus. In principle this allows us to measure rovibrational

populations with a density of 2xlO9 particles cm-3, but due to the wavelength
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independent 1 or 2 photon background signal due to H2 metastables produced in the

discharge, this can be a factor 2 or 3 worse, depending on discharge conditions.

Between 340 and 380 nm we also observe (4+l)REMPI signals originating from

v" = 0, 1 to the (3 1Zg+, H ^g"1", I ^ g and J lAg electronically excited

states. These transitions were assigned using energy levels from Dieke.30 These

signals coincide with some lines of (3+l)REMPi signals of v" = 3, 4 and 5. To

decrease these (4+l)REMPI signals the laser pulse energy is attenuated to = 6 mJ.

Until now both "unwanted" signals prohibited us to measure populations of

v" > 5.

3 4 Determination of the densities

In principle, densities of vibrationally and rotationally excited molecules can be

determined from the measured intensities in the REMPI wavelength spectrum.

However, there is the difficulty that the three photon excitation transition

probabilities or oscillator strengths are not known. Measurements have shown that

the three-photon transition probabilities deviate substantially from the one-photon

probabilities. For instance, from the calculations by Allison and Dalgarno, 3 1 one

obtains 3.9 for the ratio of the one-photon oscillator strengths of the transition from

the vibrational and electronic groundstate to the C l n u state (Table I, nr.l) and the

transition from the groundstate to the B ^ £ u
+ state (Table I nr. 2). However, the

ratio of the three-photon measurements gives 18.

To analyze our data we have assumed that the measured intensity can be

factorized and expressed as the product of probabilities that depend on a single

quantity or property only:

I(B,J",v",v',E) « ng(J",v") x HL(AJ) x HL(J") x FC(v",V) x O(E), [16]

where I is the measured intensity as a function of the rotational branch B (i.e.,

P(AJ=-1), Q(AJ=0), R(AJ=+l)), J", v", v' (vibrational level upper state) and the

electronic transition E. Further, H L denotes the rotational linestrength, FC is the

Franck-Condon factor and O(E) is the probability for the electronic transition E. We

assume that the three-photon excitation step is the rate limiting one in the

(3+l)REMPI process. This means that we take the probability of the ionizing step
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equal to 1. The Franck-Condon factors have been computed by J. Verschuur.32

Now, our strategy is to find the ratio of measured intensities for different values of

v", keeping J", AJ and O(E) the same. This means that the ratio of densities of

different vibrational states can be expressed as follows,

n(v"2) = K v ^ x FC(v"i,v'i)

FC(vn2,v'2)"

TABLE I. Molecular and atomic transitions, used in the (3+l)RMI experiment. Listed are, the

spectroscopic notations of the groundstate and the intermediate electronically excited state, the

rotational transition, the wavelength, the computed Franck-Condon factor and the total transition

strength with respect to the strength of the first transition. FC is Franck-Condon factor and cor. is

total correction factor.

# Groundstate Excited state Branch X (nm) FC cor.

1 XlZg
+(v" = 0) C 1 n u ( v ' = 2) Q(l) 289.83 0.188 1

2 X iSg"1" (v" = 0) B ^u"1" (v1 = 11) R(l) 291.79 0.059 18

3 X lZg+ (v" = 1) B lZu+ (v1 = 1) P(l) 343.85 0.072 29.5

4 X1Lg+(vn'*3) ClUu(y' = 0) Q(1) 343.75 0.173 1.09

5 X 12g+ (V = 1) B lI,u+ (v
1 = 0) R(l) 348.65 0.029 36.6

6 X 1£ g
+(v"=4) cUiuCV-l) Q(l) 348.37 0.293 0.65

7 XlZg+(v" = 5) C 1 n u ( V = 2) Q(l) 352.72 0.275 0.68

8 H (n =1) H (n =2) 364.74
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It is seen that this way the number of factors occurring in Eq. [16] is greatly

diminished. We decided to measure transitions originating from J" = 1 levels,

because these have the largest population. For experimental reasons, it was not

always possible to keep AJ or O(E) the same for combinations of v" values studied.

Then we have to add the factors H L ( A J I ) / H L ( A J 2 ) and O(Ei)/O(E2) to Eq. [17].

These factors can be determined experimentally, and are discussed below.

As an example we discuss the ionization of the groundstate (v" = 0, J" = 1)

via the B or C state. The computed ratio of the FC-factors for the transitions

originating from v" = 0 via C ^ n u state with respect to the B l Z u
+ state is a factor

3.2. The experimentally determined ratio of the line intensities for the Q(J"=1)

transition to the C ^Tla state and the R(J"=1) transition to the B l£ u + state is 18. In

this case the remaining factor, {H L (AJI ) /HL(AJ2)} X { ( O ( E I ) / O ( E 2 ) } is 5.7. This

"experimentally" determined factor will be used in the determination of the

vibrational distribution.

To find the vibrational distribution up to v" = 5, we use the densities of

v" = 0, 1 and 2 given by Bonnie et al., 13 and determined the v" = 3, 4, 5

populations via the transitions listed in Table I. With the procedure outlined above, it

is possible to relate the v" = 5 population to the v" = 4 population. Since the dye-

output of DMQ is on the edge of the gain profile at 344 nm, it is not possible to link

the v" = 4 population directly to v" = 3 by using the same intermediate state,

because the measured signals cannot be corrected for variations in laser pulse

energy. Therefore, we used the close lying transitions originating from v" = 1 to

the B state (transitions 3 and 5) to relate the v" = 4 population (transition 6) to the

v" = 3 population (transition 4).

To calculate the total population of one specific vibrational level from the

population of a certain J" level, one needs to know the rotational temperature Tr.

Rotational temperatures were reported by Bonnie et al. 13 for v" = 0, 1 and 2. The

rotational temperatures were the same for v" = 1 and v" = 2 as a function of gas

pressure and discharge current. 13 We were not able to measure Tr for v" = 3, 4, 5.

This was due to overlapping of some transitions, the interference with (4+l)REMPI

lines, and the constant background discussed in the preceding paragraph. We use Tr

of v" = 2 to calculate the total vibrational populations of v" = 3, 4 and 5. This is

not necessarily correct. The higher v" levels are supposed to be predominantly
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produced by the E-V process, whereas the lower v" levels are predominantly

produced by the e-V process. 3,4,13 However, we do not expect large changes in Tr

for the v" = 3, 4 and 5 levels. Work of Koot et al. 33 and Bonnie et al. 3 4 showed

little change in the population of different J" levels, by electron impact ionization or

excitation. In the case of electron excitation of groundstate molecules to metastables,

an increase of Tr owing to gas collisions after excitation was observed. This

indicates that at the pressures concerned, a fast relaxation to an equilibrium rotational

distribution takes place. This led us to the conclusion that Tr for the v" = 1, 2 will

not differ much from Tr for the v" = 3, 4 and 5 levels. Using the Tr discussed, we

derive the vibrational distribution by summing over all J" levels for each v".

The relative atomic density as a function of discharge parameters was

measured with (3+l)REMPI via the n = 2 intermediate state (Table I, number 8).

An estimate of the absolute atomic density is given by Bonnie et al.13

From the measured degree of dissociation, the filling pressure and the gas

temperature, we can determine the absolute density of molecules with v" = 0 (by Eq.

[3] of ref. *3) and using the analysis given above, therefore, also the absolute

density of molecules in all v" levels.

4. VIBRATIONALLY EXCITED MOLECULES

4.1 Measurements

The dependence of individual (absolute) populations of different vibrational

levels as a function of discharge parameters will be presented in this section. The

figures 2-4 show the dependence of the absolute density of different vibrational

levels with filling pressure, discharge current and discharge voltage respectively.

Fig. 2 gives the behavior of the populations of n(v"=l,3,4,5) as a function of

pressure. In this case I(t and V<i are 10 A and 100 V. It can be observed that the

densities of v" = 1 and 3 are proportional to gas pressure, whereas n(v"=4,5)

saturate with gas pressure. The densities of v" = 4 and 5 are omitted for the lowest

pressure, since the noise in the background signal (photoionization of metastables)

was too large to make reliable measurements. Fig. 3 gives n(v"=l,3,4,5) as a

function of discharge current. The voltage and gas pressure are 100 V and 1 Pa
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respectively. In this figure one can observe a transition from a decreasing population

of v" = 1 to an increasing population of v" = 5 with increasing discharge current.

Discharge voltage 100 V, current 10 A

2e+13 -

o

1e+13 -

0e+0

n v"=1(p)
• v"=3(p)*35
• v"=4(p)*100
• v"=5(p)*300

Pressure (Pa)

Figure 2 Dependence of n(v"=l,3,4,5) on pressure. The discharge voltage and current are 100 V

and 10 A. The scalefactor for each n(v") is given in the figure.

Discharge voltage 100 V, pressure 1 Pa

• v"=3(l)M0
• v"=4(l)*125
• v"=5(l)*250

Oe+0
10 20

Discharge current (A)
30

Figure 3 Dependence of n(v"=l,3,4,5) on discharge current The discharge voltage and pressure

are 100 V and 1 Pa. The scalefactor for each n(v") is given in the figure.
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Discharge current 10 A, pressure 1 Pa

a

e

1e+13 -

8e+12 -

4e+12

Oe+O

B V"=1(V)
• v"=3(V)*30
• v"=4(V)*100
• v"=5(V)*300

100
Discharge voltage (V)

200

Figure 4 Dependence of n(v"=l ,3,4,5) on discharge voltage. The discharge current and pressure

are 10 A and 1 Pa. The scalefactor for each n(v") is given in the figure.

Fig. 4 gives n(v"=l,3,4,5) as a function of discharge voltage at 1 Pa. The

discharge current is 10 A, All populations show an increase at low V<j and a gradual

decline for V<j > 100 V. Note that the maximum of n(v"=l) is expected to occur at

lower discharge power, i.e. at small Vd and/or Id, than that of n(v"=5).

The following figures show the total relative population of each vibrational

level under different circumstances. Fig. 5, for instance, shows the vibrational

distribution of v" £ 5 in a discharge of 100 V and 1 Pa, and for 5, 10, 20 and

30 A. The populations are normalized to the population of v" = 0. Populations of v"

up to 2 yield a vibrational temperature Tv between « 2400 for 5 A and = 2750 K

for 30 A. The vibrational temperatures derived from v" = 0 and 1 given by Bonnie

et al. 1 3 are slightly higher, but within experimental errorbars of = 10 %. The

v" > 3 levels clearly show a super thermal occupation. Even a tendency to plateau

formation is observed, which is more pronounced at higher discharge currents. Fig.

6 shows the vibrational distribution up to v" = 5 for a discharge of 100 V and two

pressures, 0.3 Pa and 2 Pa. Recent measurements in Berkeley 14 of the vibrational

distibution up to v" = 5 in a bucket source, using VUV-absorption spectroscopy,

showed a thermal distribution with a vibrational temperature of ~ 4000 K. This
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Figure 5 Vibrational distribution for a discharge of 100 V and 1 Pa for 5,10,20 and 30 A. The

populations are normalized on the v" = 0 population.

10°-

3?
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Figure 6 Vibrational distribution for a discharge of 100 V and 10 A for 0.3 and 2 Pa. The

populations are normalized on the v" = 0 population.
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temperature is much higher than the vibrational temperatures derived from v" =0-2

by Bonnie et al.13 and Pealat et al. 12 in their sources. The source conditions of

these results are unknown to us. We note that even if e.g. our results for 5 A in

Fig. 5 should represent a thermal distribution but do not because of errors in the

density determination, still strong deviations from a thermal distribution are

observed for different currents. Table II gives the measured densities for different

currents at constant V<j (100 V) and p (1 Pa). The quantities ne, np, Te and Vpi

were measured using a Langmuir probe, and are discussed in chapter V.14 For our

calculations in section IV.3, the primary electron density np will turn out to be a

critical parameter. However, the accuracy of the determined absolute value of np is

not better than a factor 2. Note that an increase of discharge current results in a

decline of the v" = 0 population, because more H2(v"=0) molecules are excited or

ionized. Moreover the translational temperature of the molecules will rise with

increasing Id, so when measuring at constant pressure, the H2 density goes down.

Table III gives the same densities as Table II, but now at constant Vd and Id for

various pressures.

4.2 Qualitative discussion and scaling laws for vibrational
populations

In this section we compare our measurements qualitatively with model

calculations. Then we describe our measurements with the equations, introduced in

section 2. In section 4.3 we discuss our measurements quantitatively.

Qualitatively Figs. 5 and 6 agree well with calculations by Hiskes et al. ,4,8,17

Gorse et al.18 and Bacal et al.l9 These calculations show a strong super-thermal

distribution for v" £ 3. Here we want to describe the dependence of n(v") on

discharge parameters with the aid of Eqs. [4], [7] and [8]. Assuming that the E-V

process is responsible for the production of n(v") and supposing that the destruction

of n(v") is governed by wall losses, gas molecules, primary electrons and plasma

electrons (Dissociative Attachment) respectively, then combining Eqs. [7] and [8]

we have,
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TABLE II. Plasmaparameters and measured densities (cnr^). Gas pressure 1 Pa, Discharge voltage 100 V.

Id(A) Vpl(V) Te(eV) np ne nH nC37tu n(0) n(l) n(2) n(3) n(4) n(5) nH'

5e9 6ell 4.2el3 2.3e9 8.8el3 9.5el2 1.0el2 1.8ell 5.7el0 3.4elO 1.75elO

3.5e9 4.5ell 3el3 1.8e9 9.5el3 1.0el3 1.05el2 2.2ell 5.8elO 2.6elO 1.6elO

1.7e9 3ell 1.5el3 9e8 1.3el4 1.2el3 1.2el2 2.6ell 6.5el0 1.6elO 1.2elO

9e8 2ell 6.7el2 3e8 1.5el4 1.25el3 I.lel2 Zlell 4elO 9e9 5.7e9

30

20

10

5

3.1

2.8

2.6

2.3

1.4

1.3

1.0

0.8

TABLE HI. Pla?maparameters and measured densities (cm*3). Discharge current and voltage 10 A, and 100 V respectively.

p(Pa) VPi(V) Te(eV) n p rig n H nc3?iu n(0) n(l) n(2) n(3) n(4) n(5) nH-

4e9 1.8ell 8el2 1.4e9 3.75el3 3.6el2 3.9ell 8.7el0 2.7elO 8e9 3.5e9

3e9 2.6ell Iel3 1.3e9 7.5el3 6.9el2 7.3ell 1.6ell 4elO l.lelO 8.5e9
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n" - ng c i , [18c]

and

n" « — — . [18d]
C2te

Dominance of destruction by atoms (last term in the denominator of Eq. [8]) gives in
first order a behavior similar to dominance of destruction by plasma electrons (Eq.
[18d]), because both are secondary particles produced in the discharge. As such, a
term describing n" being dominated by destruction by atoms is not given here. Eqs.
[18c,18d], i.e. destruction by primary electrons and destruction by plasma
electrons, do not describe the measurements shown in Fig. 3. In these two cases
n(v"=5) would not be dependent on Id- Eq. [18b] predicts that at low pressure,
n(v"=5) would not depend on pressure. This contradicts the measurements shown
in Fig. 2, below = 1.5 Pa. Assuming wall losses to be the dominant term, Eq.
[18a] can describe the measurements. For p < 0.3 Pa, the ng <Oin 1>P> will be
smaller than l/xw . In this case, n" is proportional to pressure (ng <* p) and to Id.
This pressure region is not covered by Figs. 2 and 3, for the vibrational levels
concerned. For p > 0.3 Pa , the term ng <Oin Vp> will be larger than l/xw. Then,
n" will be proportional to Id, as seen in Fig. 3 for n(v" = 5). It also predicts that n"
will be proportional to p, but owing to the energy degradation of primary electrons,
n" will saturate with p at high pressure. This is indeed what we observe in Fig. 2.
The fact that n(v"=5) decreases slightly with p is probably due to the other
destruction processes given in Eq. [8], such as deexcitation by atoms and electrons.
As can be seen in Tables n and HI, nn and ne show the same dependence on p and
Id as n(v"=5). Thus the destruction of n(v"=5) due to collisions with atoms and
electrons increases with p and Id in the same manner as the production of n(v"=5).
This also leads to saturation of n(v"=5) with p. The combined effect of energy
degradation of primary electrons and increase of nH and ne can explain a decrease of
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n(v"=5) with increasing pressure. The dependence of n(v"=5) on V(j in Fig. 4

probably reflects the dependence of different cross sections on discharge voltage.

4.3 Quantitative discussion of vibrational populations

In this section we want to discuss the H2(v") populations quantitatively. We

start our discussion with simple calculations, using the equations given in section 2.

Then we compare our results with the large computer calculations performed by

others, based on solving a large set of coupled differential equations. 4,8,17,18,19

TABLE IV Cross sections and rate coefficients used in table II and III.

Process

Molecules

e-V(v"=4)

e-V(v"=5)

E-V(v"=5)

s-V

DA (v"=5)

VT (V"=5)

Energy

(v"=5)

3eV

3eV

Atom formation

H2 + ep

H2
+ + H2

H3+ + e

H?+ + e

16 eV

0

0

0

CT (cm2)

= 4*10-19

= 4*10-20

= 1014

= 1014

«10 1 4

Temperature

30 eV

1-2 eV

0.3 eV

30 eV

0.1 eV

leV

leV

Rate (cmV1)

« 2*10-9

= 2*10-8

« 2*10"10

= 10-8

«10"9

- 5*10-8

- 4*10-8

Reference

Burke36

Hiskes5

Hiskes8

Wahdera9

Gorse^

Martin35

Martin35

Martin35

Martin35
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Using Eqs. [7,8], we can compute n(v"=5) by substitution of either measured

densities like rig, np, ng and nn, or rates and cross sections. These rates and cross

sections 5,8,9,35,36 are given in Table IV. Fig. 7 gives the measured and calculated

values of n(v"=5). The three calculated curves represent n(v"=5) with 1) wall

losses, 2) DA and VT processes, and 3) all loss processes, taken into account. For

the production, only the EV process is taken into account. Production of v" = 5 by

Auger deexcitation (s-V process, Eq. [10]) contributes less than 20 % to the total

v" = 5 production for all currents, and is neglected in the calculations. At a

pressure of 1 Pa, this is the case for the e-V process too. We will come back to this

point in the discussion of the pressure dependence of n(v"=5). Fig. 7 indicates that

wall deexcitation is dominant with respect to other loss processes for v" = 5, both

qualitatively and quantitatively. This agrees with the description of n(v"=5) by Eqs.

[18]. Wall losses indeed do dominate in Eq. [8] if the molecules are deexcited upon

one wall collision, so b" = 1 in Eq. [18a]. The curves computed for all loss

mechanisms but with b" > 2 are very close to the curve for DA and VT alone,

leading to a wrong dependence on current and too high densities.

II

h

-o- Exp
•+• Wal l loss (1)
• DA + VTLoss (2 )
"•• All Loss (3)

10 20
Current (A)

30

Figure 7 Measured and calculated n(v"=5) as a function of discharge current Three calculated

curves arc drawn: 1) only loss by VT and DA processes, 2) only wall losses and 3) all losses.
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The fact that b" = 1 does not contradict conclusions by Eenshuistra et al. 7 and Hall

et al.,6 about the formation of vibrationally highly excited molecules on surfaces by

recombination of atoms. These measurements were done without discharge (heated

filaments and pressures ~ 1 Pa) and indicated that under these conditions

vibrationally excited molecules survived several wall collisions. Without the

discharge the walls are covered by a thick layer of hydrogen atoms. With the

discharge on, this layer is sputtered and the production of these molecules by wall

recombination decreases. This was observed by looking at the v" = 4, 5 signal

immediately after the discharge was turned off, but keeping the filaments hot. Then,

almost no v" = 4, 5 were detected, hence no atom coming from the gas phase can

recombine with atoms on the walls. So in the discharge the surfaces of the walls are

different from those without discharge. It also proves that production of H2(v">0)

molecules by surface recombination of atoms cannot be of importance under

discharge conditions. After about ten minutes the v" = 4, 5 signal comes up to the

value observed with heated filaments only.

The fact that v" = 5 is destroyed after one wall collision, agrees well with trajectory

calculations by Karo et al. 10 It does not contradict the conclusions of Bonnie et al.
13 about the dominant destruction process of v" = 1, 2. Karo et al. x l conclude

that it takes 2 to 4 collisions to deexcite these low v" molecules on the walls. In that

case the wall term is not dominant anymore, and v" = 1, 2 are predominantly

deexcited by electrons and or H atoms, as shown by Bonnie et al. 13

Most large scale computer simulations of these sources have been performed at

different ne than used in our source. It is observed in Table II that n(v"=5) scales

proportionally with ne at constant p. This makes it possible to compare our results

with these computer simulations. So, we extrapolate the measured n(v" = 5) to the

electron density used in these calculations. For instance at relatively low electron

density (2x10*0 cnr3 ) we find good agreement with an early calculation by Hiskes

et al.4 Other calculations were performed for higher electron densities. 8-17 If we

extrapolate our measured v" = 5 population to a value at this high electron density

case, our v" = 5 population is a factor =10 lower. This may be due to the high

primary electron density (10 % of the electron density instead of ~ 1 % ) in those

calculations. However, we also find a discrepancy of a factor « 6 if we compare our

n(v"=5) with recent calculations by Bacal et al. 1 9 These calculations were
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performed for a large Culham like volume source. Except its dimensions and the

negatively biased frontplate, which we applied to simulate the driver, our source is

similar this one. In these calculations one half of the total v" = 5 population is

produced by the e-\ process. If this were the case in our source as well, then the

discrepancy would be reduced. Furthermore, the v" = 5 population clearly shows a

different dependence on discharge parameters than the v" = 0-3 populations, which

were shown to be predominantly produced by the e-V process.5 '12-13 From a

similarity in dependence on current between measured and calculated v" = 5

densities in our source, we conclude that in our source v" = 5 is mainly produced by

the E-V process and predominantly deexcited upon wall collisions.

Fig. 6 reveals some interesting aspects. It shows a tendency of the vibrational

distribution to bece?ne thermal at higher pressure, and more strongly non-thermal at

smaller pressure. Following the same procedure as for Fig. 7, we present in Fig. 8

the calculated and measured values for n(v"=5) as a function of pressure, for

Vd = 100 V and Id = 10 A. Although the quantitative agreement is reasonable,

general trends in the experimental and calculated values of n(v"=5) seem to deviate.

0e+0
0.0

-o- Exp
-•- Wall loss (1)
• DA + VT Loss (2)
-•- All Loss (3)

1.0
Pressure (Pa)

Figure 8 Measured and calculated n(v"=5) as a function of pressure. Three calculated curves are

drawn: 1) only loss by VT and DA processes, 2) only wall losses and 3) all losses.
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This indicates that other production or destruction processes are no longer

negligible. A rough calculation shows that the e-V process is important at a pressure

> 2 Pa . Contrary to the E-V process, which saturates with pressure, the e-V

process increases more than linearly with pressure. This follows from Eqs.

[4,6,7,8]. Burke and Noble, 3 6 and references therein, give cross sections for direct

excitation of v" =0-4 by electrons. The assumption that the cross section for

v" = 5 is a factor 10 smaller than that for v" = 4, results in an e-V production term

ng ne <a e y ue>, which is = 50 % of the E-V production term at 2 Pa and 20 % at

1 Pa. In addition v" = 5 can be formed by vibrational excitation of v" = 4 by

plasma electrons as demonstrated by Bacal et al..19 It follows that above 2 Pa,

v" = 5 molecules may predominantly be produced by excitation of molecutes by

slow electrons. This fact, and deexcitation of v" = 5 molecules by gas collisions,

transforms the strongly super-thermal vibrational distribution at 0.3 Pa to an almost

thermal distribution at 2 Pa (Fig. 6).

The fact that the calculated value of n(v"=5) is higher than the experimental value,

may be caused by the inaccurate determination of np.15 This prohibits us from

drawing more conclusions than that there is reasonable agreement between the

calculated and the measured n(v"=5), using our model. Since there is no simple

linear dependence of n(v"=5) on pressure, it is impossible to compare n(v"=5) by

extrapolation with several calculations by Gorse et al. *8 performed at 5 Pa.

5. ATOMIC HYDROGEN

5.1 Measurements

In this paragraph we present the dependence of the atomic density on

discharge conditions. In Fig. 9a and 9b we show the dependence of nn on

pressure. A figure similar to Fig. 9a was discussed earlier by Bonnie et al.13 The

linear dependence of IIH with pressure was explained by production of atoms in the

dissociation of molecules by primary electrons and loss of atoms on the walls.13

However, a straight line through the data points in Fig. 9a intersects the p = 0 axis

at positive nn. Since there can be no density of atoms at zero pressure, this indicates

that at low p the atomic density must decrease rapidly with p. Therefore we
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measured the atomic density at low pressure. This is shown in Fig. 9b. Indeed, the

atomic density decreases rapidly to zero with decreasing pressure. For comparison,

Fig. 9a also shows the contribution of atoms produced by dissociation of molecules

on the hot filaments without discharge. This was done by measuring the atom signal

1500

• 20 A
• 10 A
• 2 sets fil
« 1 set fil

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
pressure (Pa)

Fig. 9a

400

0.0

a I = 30 A
• I = 10A
• I = 20A
• I = 5A

0.5

pressure (Pa) Fig. 9b

Figure 9 a) Density of atoms as a function of pressure for 10 and 20 A. The discharge voltage

is 100 V. The amount of atoms produced by dissociation of molecules on the hot filaments is

shown also. See text, b) Density of atoms at low pressures.
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immediately after the discharge was turned off, but with the filament heating current

on. Approximately 10 minutes after the discharge was turned off, the atom signal

with heated filaments had increased roughly a factor 2. We will come back to this

point in the discussion. Fig. 10 gives the atomic density as a function of discharge

current at 1 Pa and for different voltages. All curves of nn show an offset and

increase linearly with Ij. Fig. 11 gives the atomic density at 1 Pa as a function of

voltage for different currents. All curves show an increase with V& and a saturation

of nH with Vd above = 150 V. Fig. 11 shows a different dependence than the one

measured by Stutzin et al. 37 They measured a linear decrease with discharge

voltage, whereas we measure an increase with voltage. Above 150 V our atom

density saturates. The difference in behavior may be due to the fact that we measure

in a source with the frontplate on cathode potential, to simulate the driver region of a

negative ion source, i.e. we keep the primary electrons in the plasma by the negative

potential of the frontplate instead of a magnetic filter.

ff

B 200 V
• 100 V
• 50 V

10 20
Current (A)

Figure 10 Density of atoms as a function of discharge current. The pressure is 1 Pa and the

voltages are 50,100 and 150 V.
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H 30 A
• 20 A
B 10A
o 5A

100

Voltage (V)
200

Figure 11

is 1 Pa.

Density of atoms as a function of discharge voltage for different currents. The pressure

5.2 Discussion of atomic density

We start our analyses of the atomic density with Fig. 9. In Fig. 9b a steep rise

of nn is observed for p < 0.5 Pa, after which a linear increase is seen. The steep

rise can be explained if the production of atoms is dominated by a two (three) step

process, so if the third term (production by secondary particles) in Eq. [10]

dominates. This would lead to Eq. [15]. In fact, from Eq. [15] a quadratic

dependence of nn on pressure is predicted at low p and a linear dependence at larger

p, i.e. the slope of the curve decreases with increasing pressure. This is observed,

indeed.

To be more quantitative, nn can be computed using Eq. r10] and [14]. Table

IV gives the necessary cross-sections and rr>tes for differejit processes which lead to

the production of neutral atoms. The H;.* and P3+ densities are ar med to be 15 %

and 70 % of the total ion density, AS far as comparison is possible, these densities
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Discharge voltage 100 V, pressure 1 Pa

2 np ng

Filaments

•». 2 ni2 ne
HJ. "Prod, all

10 20
Discharge current (A)

30

Figure 12 Calculated production terms of atoms (cm3 s"1) as a function of discharge current. The

discharge voltage and pressure are 100 V and 1 Pa.

follow from experiments in Culham 25 and from calculations by Chan et al.26 They
also agree with the interpretation of our probe measurements.15 Fig. 12 shows the
contributions by the different production terms. Production of atoms on the
filaments will be discussed in detail in the next paragraph. Fig. 13 gives the
experimental and calculated atomic density as a function of current for the wall
recombination coefficient y equal to 0.12 and an atomic temperature of 3000 K.
This is the temperature of the kinetically dominant fraction. 38 The absolute atomic
density was experimentally determined using the observed decrease of the H2
density by dissociation.13

Earlier measurements in our source described in chapter III showed that the
atom density strongly decreased with filament temperature increasing above
2800 K. 7 This is in a situation with filaments heated, but discharge off. It was
explained by the formation of a W(110) facets on the filament surface above
2800 K. Ehrlich and Polizotti showed that no chemisorption, so also no
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dissociation of molecules, can take place on clean W(110) surfaces. 3 9 Then,

dissociation can only take place on boundaries between facets. Therefore, the

sticking coefficient sm of H2 molecules on tungsten surfaces averaged over the

filament surface is small. At lower filament temperatures, we have sm = 0.07 as

given by Tamm and Schmidt. 4 0 To come to an estimate of sm at the higher

temperatures used in the present experiments, we note the following. It is observed

in Fig. 9a that the atomic density after the discharge was turned off, but with the

filament current still on, is a factor three lower than under stationary conditions with

filaments heated only. Thus, we assume that sm is equal to 0.023 under all

discharge conditions for which calculations are presented, see Fig. 12. We observe

that the filament contribution to the atomic density under discharge conditions is

about a third of all processes combined. In Fig. 9a we present the atomic density

measured with discharge on and immediately after the discharge was turned off.

These observations give decrease in atomic density by a factor three on turning off

the discharge, in agreement with the estimates in Fig. 12.

Discharge voltage 100 V, pressure 1 Pa, gamma 0.12

5e+13

4e+13

3e+13

•2 2e+13

< 1e+13

0e+0

Measured

Calculated

10 20
Discharge current (A)

30

Figure 13 Experimental and calculated atomic density as a function of discharge current. The

recoml 'nation coefficient Y is 0.12. The discharge voltage and pressure are 100 V and 1 Pa.
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Assuming that the recombination coefficient of atoms on the walls y is equal to

1, we find an atomic density which is a factor 9 too low. We need a y = 0.12 to

obtain quantitative agreement between measured and calculated atomic densities. Our

measured atomic density, however, is an upper limit. In the determination of the

atomic density, the decrease of the density of groundstate molecules with increasing

discharge current is attributed entirely to dissociation.13 If the actual atomic density

was smaller, y would be smaller too. However, a y of ~ 0.1 agrees well with

measurements of Wood and Wise,41 or calculations in positive ion sources 26 and

negative ion sources. ^ Furthermore, it agrees with earlier measurements, we

performed in a pulsed discharge.42 These measurements (200 A discharge current,

pulse length =2xl0"3 s) showed that within the experimental uncertainty of 2x10^
4 s, the atoms were destroyed on the walls. With a characteristic length of 0.1 m,

atoms with a temperature of 3000 K reach the walls in 1.2xl0'5 s. This means that

atoms could survive 16 wall collisions, which corresponds to y = 0.06. So these

measurements on pulsed discharges confirm the estimate of y, given above. The

small value of y is explained by sputtering of the atoms which stick to the surfaces

of the walls, by charged particles, in spite of their low energy which equals the

plasma potential (=2 V). Our measurements concerning the v" = 5 density

indicated thaf the atomic coverage of the walls is low under discharge conditions.

Regarding all uncertainties in the measured absolute value of the atomic density, in

the atomic temperature and in the time resolution of = 2xlO"4 s in the pulsed

measurements, the agreement between measured and calculated atomic density is

satisfactory. We conclude that the recombination coefficient y of atoms on the

surface of the tungsten walls in our source is between 0.05 and 0.2.

Since our calculations indicate that in our source volume processes, which are

either production by primary electrons or production by secondary particles

(produced by primary electron collisions with gas molecules) dominate, we attribute

the increase and saturation of the atomic density with voltage in our source to the

change in cross section with voltage of primary electrons.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

Our measurements show the first experimental verification of the theoretically

predicted plateau of the vibrational distribution of hydrogen molecules in a

discharge.

Our measurements show an increase of the density of H2(v"=5) molecules

with discharge current and a maximum with pressure. This agrees with our model,

both qualitatively as well as quantitatively. H2(v"=5) is predominantly produced by

primary electron excitation and destroyed by wall collisions. Our calculations show

that these molecules are deexcited after one wall collision. This agrees with

trajectory calculations by Karo et al. n At pressures above 1 Pa we observe a

thermalization of the super-thermal vibrational distribution. This is probably caused

by two effects: 1) an increase of the molecular and atomic density, and 2) an

increase of the production of v" = 5 molecules by the e-V process.

Our measurements agree qualitatively with calculations of Hiskes, Gorse,

Bacal and coworkers. Quantitatively most calculations indicate a factor 5-10 smaller

density of vibrationally excited molecules compared to our measurements.

The atomic density can be explained by production through several reactions,

and destruction by recombination of atoms on surfaces. The recombination

coefficient is approximately 0.1 on the tungsten covered, copper walls in our

source.
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CHAPTER V

Negative hydrogen ion densities and drift velocities in a multicusp

ion source

We have determined densities of negative hydrogen ions in a discharge

by a laser detachment technique. We measured the electron density, the

electron temperature and the positive ion density using a Langmuir

probe. We also performed extraction measurements. Combination of

H' density measurements and extraction measurements yields

information about the H~ drift velocity. It was found that the velocity

scaled with the square root of the electron temperature. All

measurements were done as a function of discharge voltage, discharge

current and gas pressure. The densities are compatible with a semi

quantitative model in which H~ is produced by dissociative attachment

of plasma electrons to vibrationally excited molecules and destroyed by

wall collisions at low pressure and collisions with H atoms, positive

ions and or hot thermal electrons at high pressure.

1. INTRODUCTION

There is a strong interest in negative hydrogen ion sources generating intense

neutral hydrogen beams for fusion applications. l Much research is directed

towards the development of two different types of sources: the so-called hydrogen

volume source and the so-called surface conversion source. Advantages and

disadvantages of both types are discussed in several publications. 2«3>4 In volume

sources, dissociative attachment of plasma electrons to vibrationally excited

molecules is regarded as the dominant production process of H% 5
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H2(v") + e -> H2" (22u+) -> H" + H(ls) . [1]

The cross section of this reaction depends strongly on the vibrational quantum

number v". *>>7 Accordingly, it is expected that molecules with v" > 5 are

responsible for the production of H" in a discharge. Other candidates for H-

production are dissociative attachment of plasma electrons to metastable molecules
(c 3 n u ) , 5,8

H2(c 3nu) + e -> H2- (
2nu) -* H- + H(2p). [2]

and polar dissociation of molecules by primary electrons,9

H2 + ep -> H- + H+ + e. [3]

The latter process can also take place with H3+ ions in stead of H2 molecules with a
larger cross section. 9 A review on the formation of H" and H2(i>") has been

presented by Hiskes. 5

In this chaoter we discuss studies on negative ion formation, performed in a

bucket-type volume source. We also determined the vibrational populations and the

atomic density in this source. These are discussed in detail in chapter IV, being

complementary to this work. 10»H

The density of the negative hydrogen ions has been determined for the first

time in such a discharge, using laser detachment of the H" ions, by Bacal and

Hamilton. 1 2 We present results on H- densities, but, contrary tho these authors,

we have used radiation of variable frequency to eliminate other sources of detached

electrons than H*. Apart from measuring the H- density, we performed Langmuir

probe measurements in the discharge to obtain the electron density, the primary

electron density, the positive ion density and the electron temperature. A bucket

source is often divided into two different regions by a magnetic dipole filter, see

figure 1. The first region, containing the arc discharge is called the "driver". Here,

energetic electrons are present, which excite, ionize and dissociate gas molecules.

The second region is called the "extractor". In this region only slow thermal plasma

electrons are present, because only these are able to diffuse through the magnetic

field.13 The absence of fast electrons means that the extra electron of H- is not

detached in collisions with these electrons. In our source the extractor section and

the magnetic filter can be removed. Therefore, our source can be operated in two
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configurations. The first configuration of source operation is the one normally

applied in volume sources, i.e. with magnetic filter present and with the frontplate at

the same potential as the source body. In this configuration we performed extraction

measurements in addition to density measurements. H- density measurements and

H- extraction measurements under the same conditions give information about the

drift velocity of H \ In the second configuration we measured njj- in the same

bucket, but without magnetic filter and with the frontplate on filament potential. The

negative frontplate serves the same purpose as the magnetic filter, namely to confine

the primary electrons in the plasma. Therefore, we expect that the values of nn- in

the second configuration are characteristic for those in the driver region. It further

enables us to compare these measurements in the second configuration with the

REMPI measurements performed by Bonnie and Eenshuistra et al. 10,11,14

In this chapter, we extend our model of the discharge presented in a chapter IV
10 in section 2. In this model, we use rate equations containing the processes which

lead to the production and destruction of H- ions in the source, such as wall and

particle collisions. After introducing the experimental methods in section 3, we will

present our measurements in section 4, and discuss our results in terms of other data

available in literature. In section 5, we discuss our results on the electron and H"

density in terms of the model of section 2. The conclusions will be summarized in

section 6.

II. MODEL FOR H" FORMATION

Many reactions taking place in hydrogen volume sources and their cross

sections have been reviewed recently by Hiskes. 5 Modelling by solving a set of

coupled differential equations describing production and decay of all species in the

discharge, using large computer codes has been performed by the groups of Hiskes

9,15,16 and Gorse.17 Here we want to use analytical expressions which can give

quick insight in the reactions concerned and which can describe our measurements

qualitatively and sometimes quantitatively. In chapter IV we give the equations for H

atoms and vibrationally excited molecules. Here we give the equations for primary

electrons and positive ions. Plasma electrons are described by a similar expression

as positive ions. After that we discuss the expressions for the negative ions.
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We first consider the driver region. Primary electrons, accelerated from the

filaments over the discharge voltage Vj are the source for all excitation, and

ionization processes in the discharge. The characteristic loss time of primary

electrons by inelastic collisions Tin is given by:

tin = , [4]

n g <O"in -Up>

where ng denotes the gas density, am the cross section for inelastic collisions and Up

the average velocity of fast electrons. Following Goede et al. ^ and Leung et a/.,19

we write the following expression:

where Id denotes the discharge current, e the elementary electron charge, V the

volume of the discharge, np the density of primary electrons and t w the characteristic

loss time of primary electrons by wall collisions. At low pressures, i.e. p < 0.3 Pa,
11 the wall losses dominate, so t w < Tin. In this case np is proportional with

discharge current. As tin dominates over xw then both density and energy

distribution function of primary electrons are effected by ng. From Eqs. [4] and [5]

it is clear that np decreases with ng at high pressures.

Many particles in the discharge are formed by inelastic collisions between gas

molecules and primary electrons. Examples are plasma electrons with density ne,

metastable molecules,14 hydrogen atoms with density nu, positive ions with density

nj and vibrationally highly excited molecules H2(v") with density n" . For positive

ions we write:

nj = ng np <Oi0n t>p> t i , [6]

where \\ denotes the average loss time of positive ions. Because we do not

distinguish between H+, H2+ and H3+ ions, this equation is correct in a global sence

only. For thermal electrons one can write a similar expression. Substituting Eqs.

[4,6] yields:

Id ng ^Oion ^ n ^ t j
ni = ^ ' v . [7]

e V (ng <Oin i)p> + l / t w )
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Eq. [7] predicts that n, will increase at low pressure with increasing pressure, when

1/ Tw > ng <Oj MP> and saturate when l/tw < ng <o\ \>p>. Eq. [7] also predicts

that ni will increase with Id.

For the density of H", n_, we write:

n. = n" ne <o D A ve> x. , [8]

with n" the density of vibrationaliy excited molecules with 4<v"<10 ,1 0 ODA the

cross section for dissociative attachment, and \)e the velocity of plasma electrons.

The loss processes of H% which we will discuss now, are applicable to both driver

and extraction area. H" can be destroyed by wall collisions, collisions with fast or

thermally hot electrons (Te > 3 eV, collisional detachment, cross section OCD).

and collisions with discharge produced particles such as atoms (associative

detachment, cross section GAD)

H- + H-4H2-(2Su)-^H2(v") + e , [9]

and positive ions (mutual recombination, cross section CMR )

H- + Hx+ -> H + neutrals . [10]

The average loss time t . is given by:

1
V./L.

[H I

Loss by diffusion to the walls can be of importance at low pressure and or low

plasma density. Because in collisions of H* with H2(v"=0), there is not enough

energy available (0.75 eV) to detach the electron, this destruction process is not

included in Eq. [11]. The third term (np<OcD i>p>) in the nominator of Eq. [11],

destruction by primary electrons is of course only applicable in the driver region.

The last two terms, destruction by atoms and ions are candidates for loss of H- in

both the driver and the extractor region. In the driver, also thermal electrons with an

energy larger than 2 eV can quench H- (collisional detachment). This process can be

included in the last term, by increasing the rate coefficient, since electrons have the

same density as positive ions.
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If n. is not produced by DA to vibrationally excited molecules but for instance

produced by dissociative attachment to metastable molecules (c 3 n u ) with density nc

one has:

n. = nc ne <OCDA

cr by polar dissociation of hydrogen molecules:

n. = np ng <CTPD t>p> t . , [12b]

Production by DA to metastables can occur both in driver and extraction region.

Production of H" via polar dissociation of H2 molecules or H3+ ions by primary

electrons can of course only take place in the driver region.

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

3.1 Multicusp ion source

The ion source is a rectangular magnetic-multipole bucket source. The area

perpendicular to the beam axis is 14 x 19 cm^. The source is 23 cm deep (Fig. 1).

This is 9 cm deeper than the source we used for the REMPI measurements. 2 0 The

frontplate or beamforming electrode is electrically insulated from the rest of the walls

and can be biased with respect to these walls. Except for the frontplate, all walls are

equipped with permanent Co-Sm magnets in a linecusp configuration generating a

cusp field of » 0.07 T on the inside. Three sets of two tungsten filaments each are

mounted in the backplate. The walls are made of oxygen free copper and covered by

a layer of tungsten evaporated from the filaments. The source is operated up to

50 A, 200 V dc. The filling pressure in the source is between 0.2 and 5 Pa. No

noticable change of the pressure measured externally with and without discharge

was observed. A magnetic dipole filter was created by two rows of extra magnets on

top of the cusp field magnets, as indicated in figure 1. By this means a filter was

created of 4 x 10*3 T, having a depth of « 2 cm on axis, and extending over the

whole area perpendicular on the source axis.
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Co-Sm magnets Probe

-lieamforming electrode

i
IFaraday cups

-Endplate

Double extraction electrode

Figure 1 Schematic top view of the source and the extraction system. Indicated are the magnetic

filter, the probe and the laser beam.

3.2 Extraction system

The aperture in the 3 mm thick frontplate has a diameter of 8 mm. At a

distance of 3 mm behind the frontplate an extraction electrode is mounted, see

figure 1. It can be biased to a potential of 4 kV positive with respect to the

frontplate. This electrode, 12 mm thick, consists of two plates in which small

magnets are inserted in an octupole configuration (same configuration as applied by

Holmes et al.21) to prevent electrons from reaching the detector. The magnetic field

strength in the aperture is « 0.1 T. The two plates are insulated from each other,

but connected through a 10 kCi resistor. In case electrons arrive at the second plate,
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this plate will get a slightly negative potential with respect to the first one, and

suppress this electron current. Thus secondary electrons generated on the first plate

are prevented from being accelerated. At a distance of 5 mm behind the extraction

electrode the endplate is mounted, behind which, at 30 mm distance, Faraday cups

are placed to detect the H" current. To suppress secondary electron emission, the

Faraday cups are biased positively with respect to the environment. All apertures of

the electrodes have a diameter of 8 mm. The total acceleration voltage is 15 kV.

When running the discharge in argon, no measurable current on the Faraday cups is

detected, so electrons do not reach the detector.

The measurements were done as follows. First the heating currents through

the filaments and the gasflow were turned on. Then, the discharge voltage was

switched on. After several seconds the extraction and acceleration voltages were

switched on for a time period of 100 ms. During these 100 ms no time dependence

was observed in the H" current to the Faraday cups and the electron current to the

extraction electrode, as measured with a storage scope. Also, no differences in

current were observed when the time delay between switching on the discharge

voltage and switching on the extraction and acceleration voltage was varied from 1

to 10 s. In almost all measurements, the extraction voltage was chosen sufficiently

high to saturate the H- current to the detector. This occurred at a ratio of total

acceleration to extraction voltage of ~ 7. This agrees with observations in similar

sources in Culham. 2 2 The electron current on the extraction electrode could be

diminished by biasing the beam forming electrode 1 or 2 V positive with respect to

the walls of the source body. Up to 2 V, the H" current on the Faraday cups

showed almost no decrease with this bias voltage. In the measurements presented in

this chapter no bias voltage was applied.

3.3 Langmuir probes

The positive ion density n\, the electron density ne, and the electron

temperature Te were measured with a Langmuir probe. The probe, a tungsten wire

with a diameter of 60 or 175 Jim and a length of 3 or 10 mm, respectively, was

placed parallel to the frontplate. Its position was on the axis of the discharge

chamber, about 3 cm in front of the extraction aperture, see figure 1. The probe
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voltage was swept over a definable range of 80 V at maximum, in a time interval of

4 ms. When dealing with the positive (ion) branch of the probe characteristic, the

probe current was measured over a resistor of 1000 Q. in the case the probe was

placed in the extractor and 330 Cl in case it was in the driver. When measuring the

electron branch, 100 Q and 33 Q resistors were used for the extractor and the

driver, respectively. The measured probe voltage and probe current were stored and

analyzed using a VAX computer. To obtain both ni and ne with sufficient resolution,

two sweeps were done. A 30 V sweep was done with zero dc offset and high

resolution, to obtain the electron density and electron temperature. The other was

done with a dc offset of -40 V and a voltage range of 70 V, to determine nj.

We use thin cylindrical probes, under all conditions maintaining RpAd < 6,

where Rd is the probe radius and Ad the Debye length:

« feokTeV'2

To obtain the plasma parameters, the same iterative method was used as that

developed by Hopkins and Graham,23 which is based on the Laframboise theory. 24

In short, using the scaling parameters RpAd and x, where,

v e (VDrobe-Vp) r l 4 1

x - k T e , u«j

with Vp the plasma potential and Vprobe the probe potential, one can calculate ne and

ni according to:

n = evX-' Y > 0 F151
e eRp(2jckTe/me)1^f(RpAd,X)' '

and

n- = M\X/ Y < 0 T161
1 eRp(2;ckTe/mi)l/2f(RpAd,X)'

Here f(RpAd,x) i s a function given by Laframboise24. The thermal electron current

Ie(X) a n ( i the i ° n current Ii(%) are related to the probe current I(x) according to the

relation

[17]
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where Ip(%) denotes the current to the probe of fast electrons. All currents are

defined per unit length of the probe. Te is obtained from the exponential region of

the probe characteristic corrected for the positive ion current !{(%) and the fast

electron current Ip(x). Vp is first approximated by the voltage at which the first

derivative has its maximum. Then Vp, ne, Te, %, and RpAd are calculated in an

iterative process. To calculate nj with Eq. [16] we assume the dominant positive ion

species to be H3+. This looks reasonable since it was measured in a source at

Culham 2 5 having parameters similar to our source. In case probe measurements

were performed in the driver, n, was determined by measuring the current to the

probe at a fixed value of 20 V negative with respect to the filament voltage. At this

voltage primary electrons cannot reach the probe.

The primary electron density np was derived in a similar way as described by

Hopkins et al. In short, using Eq. [17], Ip is calculated for values of x < 10, as the

thermal electron current Ie can be neglected in this region. Then Ip is fitted to:

I p = Iopexp{jckTe/kTp}. [18]

The reciprocal of the slope of a least squares logarithmic fit gives Tp. Iop is derived

from the abscissa. The use of Eq. [17] for primary electrons yields np. Although the

fast electron distribution is not a perfect Maxwellian one, it was shown by Hopkins

et al. 2 1 that this method gives a good estimate of np and Tp.

3.4 Laser detachment

To measure the H" density, we used the photo detachment technique, as

applied to a hydrogen discharge by Bacal and Hamilton.12 In this method, one

measures the increase of the electron current to a positively biased probe due to laser

detachment of the H" ions around the probe. A straight cylindrical probe is placed in

the laser beam, but perpendicular to the beam axis. See figures 1 and 2.

The cross sections for laser detachment have been measured by Smith and

Burch.26 This cross section does not change much between 600 and 1000 nm. To

be sure that other particles in the discharge do not get detached or ionized, and so

influence the measured detachment signal, one has to use a long wavelength, or one

needs the possibility to vary the wavelength. The group of Bacal12 has used Ruby
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Isolation amplifier /I

n
Function Amplifier
Generator

Storage
Scope

Laser beam

Figure 2 Schematic drawing of Langmuir probe, laserbeam and probe circuit.

and Nd-Yag lasers with fixed wavelength. We have used an excimer-pumped

tunable dye laser. First we measured in the wavelength range between 690 and

750 nm using Nile Blue as dye-solution. Because we did not observe changes in

the detachment signal as a function of wavelength, we decided to measure at

725 nm, where the laser dye solution has the largest energy output. In the source

chamber, the pulse length of the laser was 15 ns the pulse energy 12 mJ and the

laserbeam diameter 9 mm.

In Fig. 3 a scope trace of the photo detachment signal is shown. The laser

pulse is indicated by the arrow in Fig. 3. If the pulse energy of the laser is high

enough to saturate the detachment signal, one does not need to know the cross

section for laser detachment. In this case nn- is proportional to the amplitude of the

detachment signal, iAne- We observe saturation of the detachment signal for laser
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pulse energies larger than * 5 mj. The electron current to the probe Ie was

measured simultaneously with the photodetachment current.

f

i

Vr

l
/

—• ^ .

Time 200 ns/div

Figure 3 Scope trace of the detachment signal. Horizontal axis time 100 ns/div, vertical axis

voltage over resistor 100 mV/div. Discharge current 20 A, discharge voltage 100 V and source

pressure 0.4 Pa.

probe voltage

Figure 4 Ratio of laser detachment sr al and dc electron cu.rent to the probe as a function of

probe voltage. Pressure 0.4 Pa, discharge current 20 A and discharge voltage 100 V.
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To calculate absolute H" densities, it is necessary to know ne and the sum of

plasma and primary electron current to the probe Ine- If we assume that the

detachment electrons and plasma electrons originate from the same collection area

and are detected with the same probability, we can easily calculate nn-. using the

method of Bacal and Hamilton,12 by setting

nH- = ne X I^ne/Ine- (19)

This statement needs more attention. Fig. 4 gives the ratio of iAneflne as a function

of probe voltage. We observe that the ratio of iAne/Ine increases with probe voltage

and saturates above 20 V. Below 10 V the detachment signal, such as measured in

Fig. 3, shows a broadening and a rapid decrease of the amplitude iAne- The reason

for this broadening is not understood. To be free of probe voltage effects, we have

done all our measurements at a voltage of 30 V.

Using an approximation of the Laframboise theory,24 the collecting radius of

the probe is estimated to vary from ~ 1 mm for ne = 1010 cm-3 to = 0.1 mm for

1012 cm"3. In the high density case the measured detachment signal starts to

decrease due to a reduction of the collection volume by shadowing of the laser by

the probe. At lower plasma densities, this effect also occurs at lower probe voltages.

This might explain some of the lowering of I^ne/Ine below a probe voltage of

10 V.

Detached electrons gain the photon energy minus the electron affinity

(0.75 eV). For 725 nm this yields an energy Tm of « 1 eV (isotropic velocity

distribution). Te is 0.6 eV for the conditions used in Fig. 4. Since differences in

energy between detached and plasma electrons are small, we also expect that their

collection radii are similar. Varying the laser energy, we vary the detached electron

energy. Using different laser wavelengths (600, 690, 725 and 750 nm), we saw no

change in the dependence of I^ne/Ine on probe voltage.

At small probe voltages the amplitude of the detachment signal drops to zero.

This occurs when the probe voltage approaches the plasma potential minus the

energy of the mono-energetic detached electrons. Below this voltage the detached

electrons cannot reach the probe. This phenomenon could be used to determine the

plasma potential, in a way similar to hot wire probes. 2 7 However, it is a cumbrous
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and inaccurate method, and the iterative method described in section III. 3 is much

better.

Stern et al. 2 8 have provided an explanation for the duration of the detachment

signal, such as shown in figure 3. They state that the ratio of the diameter of the

laserbeam and the duration of the detachment signal is a measure for the drift

velocity of H" in the discharge. We can not apply this technique with the same

accuracy, since we performed our measurements with the probe perpendicular to the

laserbeam, whereas Stern et al. 2 8 measured with the probe coaxial with the

laserbeam.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Extraction

Fig. 5a shows a measurement of the extracted H" ion current, IH-, as a

function of source pressure for different discharge voltages, V<j. At low pressure,

we see an increases of IH- with pressure and subsequently a decrease. Fig. 5b

shows a measurement of IH- as a function of pressure for different discharge

currents, Id. Also here, one observes an increase of IH- with pressure followed by a

decrease. Fig. 5 was measured in the source with magnetic filter. Without filter the

extracted currents were roughly a factor 2 smaller. Corresponding data points of

: Figs. 5a and 5b show differences of the order of 10 %, which fall within

experimental errorbars. In fact they reproduce well if one takes into account that the

; data were collected on different days of the same week, but with a slightly different

setting of the extraction voltage (e.g. extraction voltage 2 kV in Fig. 5a and 2.5 kV

•> in Fig. 5b for 10 A and 100 V), resulting in a slightly non-optimized beam

j transport.

] The maximum current density extracted through the aperture of 0.8 cm

f diameter was 4 mA/cm2 for a discharge of 50 A, 100 V and 0.9 Pa. This is small

jj compared to current densities reported by others. 21,29,30 This is due to two effects.

I First, our filter was not optimized in strength, width or axial position with respect to

( the beamforming electrode. According to measurements of Leung et al. ^ and

calculations by Hiskes 15 this can result in a factor 2 to 10 loss in IH-. Secondly,
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vd
0 200 V
• 150 V
n 100 V
• 50V

pressure (Pa)
Fig. 5a

co•a

8

D 40 A
• 30 A
B 20 A
• 10 A

pressure (Pa)
Fig. 5b

Figure 5 a) Extracted H" current (source with filter) as a function of source pressure for various

discharge voltages. Extraction voltage 2 kV. Discharge current 20 A. Bias 0 V. Total acceleration

voltage 15 kV. b) Same as 5a, but now for various discharge currents. Extraction voltage 2 kV

for 5,10 and 20 A and 3.3 kV for 30,40 and 50 A. Discharge voltage 100 V.
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detachment of H" will occur during acceleration, due to collisions with neutrals

effusing out of the source. Hence, this stripping effect depends on source pressure.

Especially in the first acceleration gap, the stripping of the H" ions in collisions with

groundstate molecules is an important phenomenon. 2 9 Stripping losses can be

calculated according to, 21,29

= Io exp{- f n* a d l
Jl

[20]

where I is the measured negative ion current, Io is the current emitted by the plasma

surface, a is the cross section for stripping, n* is the density of particles on which

the stripping takes place, and 1 is the length of the negative ion trajectory. We take

into account neutralization of H~ due to collisions with neutral atoms, and due to

collisions with neutral molecules. The cross sections for these processes are given in

Table I. The axial density profiles of atoms and molecules are calculated from

estimated gas conductances of the extractor parts. For this calculation we assume a

gas temperature of 300 K. Bonnie et al.ll measured a rotational temperature of

o.o

o 40A
• 30A
a 20A
• 10A
• 5A

1.0

pressure (Pa)
2.0

Figure 6 Extraction current corrected for beam losses (See text) calculated from Fig 5a.
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400 K of molecules in the vibrational groundstate. The largest uncertainty in this

calculation is caused by the rough estimate of the transverse conductances and

pressures. Fig. 6 shows the result when the data of Fig. 5b are inter/extrapolated

and corrected according to Eq. [20]. At a discharge pressure of 1 Pa, « 60 % of

the H- ions reaches the detector.

TABLE I Cross sections and rate coefficients of processes in the discharge and extractor concerning

H".

Process Energy a (cm2) Temperature Rate(cm3s-1) Reference

Production

DA (v" > 5)

Polar Dis

DAc3nu

Destruction

H- + ~

it T ilx

H- + H

H - + H 2

Accelerator

H - + H

H - + H

H- + H?

40-60eV -3*10-2 0

30 eV

< 0.2 eV

l - 1 0 e V

lkeV

lkeV

3.5*10'15

8 *10*15

1.4*10'15

1*10-15

leV

50 eV

leV

30 eV

leV

0.1 eV

0.1 eV

=2*10-8

- i . i*io-n
<5*10"10

=1.3*10-6

«2*10"8

=5*10"8

=1*10-9

Wahdera6

Hiskes*

Hiskes8

peart35,15

Hiskes8-^

Hiskes8-^

Hiskes9

Bienek36

Janev34

Rislev37
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4.2 H- density

Fig. 7 gives measurements of the H- ion density, n_, as a function of gas

pressure p for various discharge voltages and currents. All data were obtained with a

source equipped with a magnetic filter. The fractional H- density, n./ne varies

between 5 % and 40 % in this configuration. As was the case with the H"

4

o
©

3 •

2 -

0.0 0.3 0.6 0.9 1.2
Pressure (Pa)

1.5

vd
a 200 V
• 150 V
• 100 V
• 50 V

Fig. 7a

o

co 4

£
o

2 3

©
1—1

W 2

g
C 1

n

Id

G> 4 0 A

• 30 A
• 20 A
• 10 A
• 5A

0.0 0.3 0.6 0.9
pressure (Pa)

1.2 1.5 Fig. 7b

Figure 7 a) Absolute H" density (source with filter) as a function of source pressure for various

discharge voltages. Discharge current 20 A. b) same as 7a, but now as a function of source

pressure for various discharge currents. Discharge voltage 100 V.
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extraction measurements, one observes an initial increase with pressure followed by

a saturation or a decrease. For larger values of V(j or Id, the maximum in the n.

curves shifts to higher pressures. Corresponding data points in Figs. 7a and 7b now

show a good agreement. This means that the source conditions as well as the

detachment measurement reproduce well.

?
6
o

o
o

§
o
o

pressure (Pa)

pressure (Pa)

Vd

a 200 V
• 150 V
B 100 V
o 50 V

Fig. 8a

Id

n 30 A
• 20 A
B 10A
© 5A

Fig. 8b

Figure 8 a) Absolute H* density n. (source without filter) as a function of source pressure for

various discharge voltages. Discharge current 20 A. b) Same as 8a, but now as a function of

source pressure for various discharge currents. Discharge voltage 100 V.
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Fig. 8 gives measurements of the H~ ion density as a function of p in the case

of a source without a magnetic filter, but with a negatively biased frontplate

(filament potential), for different discharge voltages and currents. The data show the

same qualitative behaviour as those in Fig. 7, but the maximum densities have

shifted to higher pressures, whereas the maxima themselves have smaller values.

These features appear to be more pronounced for smaller discharge voltage. The

fractional H- density, n./ne varies between 1 % and 8 % in the driver. In most

conditions, the ratio nVne is a factor 4 smaller than in the extractor.

4.3 Electron and positive ion densities and temperatures

Plasma densities were determined for the two source configurations described

earlier.

Figs. 9(a,b,c) show the densities of electrons, ne, and positive ions, n;, as a

function of the discharge voltage V^ in the case of a source without magnetic filter

and the frontplate on filament potential. The densities of the plasma electrons, being

between 1010 and 1012 cm'3 , are roughly a factor 2 to 4 higher than in the

extraction region of a source with filter. This implies that we have a so called

"medium density discharge", for which H3+ is estimated to be the dominant positive

ion species.2 3-2 5 . This assumption was used in interpreting the probe

characteristics. In all measurements the positive ion densities and electron densities

show the same quantitative behavior as a function of Vj, Id or p, as one expects, but

the positive ion densities were roughly a factor 1.5 higher than the electron

densities. The same effect was measured by Hopkins and Graham.23 They

observed this difference both in a hydrogen discharge and in an argon discharge. So

it is unlikely that this effect has anything to do with the existence of negative ions.

This is further confirmed by our measurements in the "driver" where we observe

that n. is only 5 % of ne and still find that ni exceeds ne by a factor 1.5. Smith and

Plumb 3 1 measured too high values of nt in a Kr afterglow plasma using very thin

cylindrical probes, and presented a theoretical description that accurately explains the

discrepancy. On basis of their theory (although Te is much lower in their case), we

expect for our source that ni is a factor 1.5 too high, provided the positive ions

consist for 60 % of H3+ ions and for 40 % of H+ ions.
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Figure 9 Electron density and positive ion density as a function of a) discharge voltage (20 A,

0.4 Pa), b) discharge current (100 V, 0 4 Pa), and c) pressure (20 A, 100 V). Source without

filter, frontplate on cathode potential.
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The density of primary electrons in the driver has been determined too. In

addition, fast electron temperatures have been determined, which were a third of the

discharge voltage at pressures between 0.3 and 1 Pa. The values of np are shown in

Fig. 9(a,b,c) and Table II and III. One sees that the density of fast electrons is about

1 % of that of the thermal electrons. These observations agree with measurements

by Hopkins and Graham.23

a 0.2 Pa
• 0.4 Pa
D 1 Pa

Figure 10 The logarithm of the electron density as a function of the logarithm of the discharge

current for various pressures in the extractor region. The discharge voltage is 100 V.

0.2 Pa ne - Id0.55j 0.4 Pa ne ~ Id0.6 mil l P a n(J _ I(j0.45.

Measurements of the density and electron temperature in the extractor region

(with magnetic filter) are presented in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, respectively. The

electron temperature Te stays below 1 eV and is found to decrease with source

pressure, but to increase slightly with increasing discharge voltage or current. We

will make use of these measurements in the discussion in section IV.4 of the drift

velocity of H- ions in the discharge.
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Figure 11 The logarithm of the electron temperature as a function of the logarithm of pressure

for 20 A and 30 A in the extractor region. The discharge voltage is 100 V. Scaling Te: 20 A, Te

~ p-0-45 and 30 A, Te ~ p'0-3 and b) ln(Te) as a function of discharge current for various

pressures (100 V). 0.2 Pa Te ~ Id0-3,0.4 Pa Te - Id °-3 and 1 Pa Te - Id0-4.
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4.4 Drift velocity of H" ions

To obtain intense low emittance H" beams, knowledge of the drift velocity of

H- ions towards the extractor is important. Dividing the corrected extracted current

density, Fig. 6, by the negative ion density, Fig. 7b, we find a measure of this drift

velocity. The result is presented in Fig. 12. We observe the following with

increasing pressure: first the drift velocity strongly decreases, then it saturates and

subsequently it tends to decrease again.

10000

^ 9000

l a
w 8000

•*-)

O 7000

.£ 6000

5000

4000

' 0 HI

-B- 40 A
-•- 30 A
•» 20 A
-»- 10A

1

0.0 0.5 1.0
Pressure (Pa)

1.5

Figure 12 Drift velocity of H~ ions as a function of pressure for various currents. The discharge

oltage is 100 V.

Calculating drift velocities from the duration of the detachment signal, as

explained in section II.4, yielded drift velocities for H" of 11000 m/s for 40 A,

9000 m/s for 20 A and 7000 m/s for 5 A, at 0.3 Pa and 100 V. This is slightly

higher than the drift velocities calculated from the ratio of corrected extraction

current and H" density. Regarding the fact that we apply two totally different
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methods to calculate the drift velocity of H" ions, the drift velocities agree

remarkably well.

In the following we discuss the results on the drift velocity. The thermal

velocity of H" in the discharge is (8kT./nmi)1/2. According to calculations of

Wadehra,6 the average kinetic energy of H- ions created by dissociative attachment

of H2(v") increases from 0.2 eV to 0.4 eV (= 7000 to « 10.000 m/s) when the

electron energy increases from 0.4 eV to 1.5 eV. In the extraction region Te stays

below 1 eV for all discharge conditions, see Fig. l i b . This implies that the

observed drift velocities are very close to the H" ion velocities, resulting from

dissociative attachment.

10000

a 8000 -

2
6000

- o - drift
- • - acoustic

I . I . I

10 20 30
Discharge current (A)

40

Figure 13 Drift velocity of H" ions as a function of discharge current (100 V and 0.2 Pa). The

drawn curve is the ion acoustic velocity (See text).

It can be expected that the charged plasma particles in the driver exhibit a drift

toward the front plate, where they are destroyed, either by wall neutralization or by

extraction. It is known that positive ions enter the sheath of the extraction region

with the ion acoustic velocity, the so-called Bohm sheath criterion. This was
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confirmed in extraction measurements of positive ions. The ion acoustic velocity,
va = {(kTe + SkTiVmj}1/2 » 7000 m/s for Te of 0.5 eV. Here it is assumed that

the ion temperature equals the gas temperature. If H- ions participate in this drift,

then their drift velocity could be equal to the positive ion acoustic velocity and scale

with VTe. Fig. 13 presents a plot of de negative ion drift velocity and the ion

acoustic velocity as a function of discharge current, calculated with the measured

electron temperatures, Fig. 1 lb, for the a discharge with discharge voltage and

pressure equal to 100 V and 0.2 Pa. Although there are differences between the

drift velocity and the ion acoustic velocity of 20 %, caused by the strange dip in the

drift velocities between 0.4 and 0.8 Pa, a scaling of the drift velocity with the ion

acoustic velocity was observed for all measurements as a function of pressure and

discharge current. Contrary to observations on the hybrid multipole source, reported

by Bacal et al., 3^ our measurements show a scaling of the drift velocity with VTe.

Bacal et al.32 observed no dependence of the H- drift velocity on Te.

The accuracy of the measurements does not permit us to choose between both

possibilities. However the VTe dependence is suggestive of an ambipolar diffusion

induced drift. Further, it leads to the conclusion that it is advantageous to keep the

electron temperature as low as posible. Then H" ions are formed with a low thermal

velocity, resulting in a small beam divergence.

4.5 Ionization of other particles by laser detachment

We attempted to investigate the presence of other panicles in the discharge,

such as metastables, by means of a laser ionization technique. Bonnie et al. 14 have

shown that outside the discharge it is possible to detect metastable molecules

(c 3nu") by a one photon excitation one photon ionization scheme, ((1+1)REMPI,

photon wavelength = 600 nm), using one of the electronically highly excited triplet

states (g 3£g+ , h 3£g+ , i 3 n g , j 3Ag) as an intermediate state. With direct one

photon ionization (wavelength 337 nm), Bonnie et al.14 obtained a lower limit for

the density of metastables in the discharge of ~ 109 cm*3. When the laser frequency

resonates with some transition in a molecule, the molecule is ionized and a probe

may detect the excess electrons, similar to laser detachment of H' ions. We carefully

scanned the laser wavelength between between 580 and 610 nm, but we did not see
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any resonance in the current to a positively biased probe. This was done in both

source configurations. We ascribe this to the fact that the H" detachment signal

( n. ~ 2 x 1010 cnr3) dominates the (1+1)REMPI signal of the metastables. If

we assume that we can saturate the (1+1) transition of the metastables, and that we

can detect a 5 % change in the detachment signal, we obtain an upper limit for the

density of metastables of = 109 cm"3 molecules in a specific vibrational and

rotational state. Because the total density, after summing over all internal degrees of

freedom, is expected to be = 109 cm"3, the method does not have the required

sensitivity. Conversely, we conclude that the detachment signal is not perturbed by

the ionization of other particle species at the used laser intensities.

Since we were not able to detect electrons formed by ionization of metastables,

we tried to detect positive ions. Laser detachment of H- will not produce positive

ions. Of course the positive ion current to a Langmuir probe is much lower than the

electron current at the same density due to the difference in mobility. Also, a

possible positive current will have a longer time duration, further decreasing the

amplitude. However, due to noise caused by the ignition of the excimer laser

discharge we could not obtain reproducible signals.

5. APPLICATION OF MODEL TO OUR SOURCE

5.1 Plasma density

The increase and saturation of the plasma density with pressure in all source

configurations is understood on basis of Eq. [7]. The plasma density does not

increase linearly with discharge current, since part of the energy put into the

discharge is used to increase the electron and ion temperature. This can be shown by

plotting the product of plasma density lie and electron temperature Te as a function of

Id- Though not shown here, this gives a straight line, a scaling law earlier shown by

Hopkins and Graham.33 The plasma density also increases with discharge voltage

Vd, since the ratio <(Jion i>p>/<o"in i)p> will increase with Vd up to 100 V and then

saturates at higher voltages. This can be seen in Fig. 9a.
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2
TABLE II. Plasmaparameters and measured densities (cm'3). Gas pressure 1 Pa, Discharge voltage 100 V, no filter present, frontplate on cathode

potential.

Id(A) VPi(V) Te(eV) np ne nH nc3jcu n(0) n(l) n(2) n(3) n(4) n(5) nH'

1.0el2 1.8ell 5.7el0 3.4elO 1.75elO

1.05el2 2.2ell 5.8elO 2.6elO 1.6elO

1.2el2 2.6ell 6.5elO 1.6elO 1.2elO

4el0 9c9 5.7e9

30

20

10

5

3.1

2.8

2.6

2.3

1.4

1.3

1.0

0.8

5e9

3.5e9

1.7e9

9e8

6ell

4.5ell

3ell

2ell

4.2el3

3el3

1.5el3

6.7el2

2,3e9

1.8e9

9e8

3e8

8

9

1

1

.8el3

.5el3

.3el4

.5el4

9.5el2

1.0el3

1.2el3

1.25el

TABLE HI. Plasmaparameters and measured densities (cm"3). Discharge current and voltage 10 A, and 100 V respectively, no filter present,

fiofttplate on cathode potential.

p(Pa) VPi(V) Te(eV) np r^ nH nc37tu n(0) n(l) n(2) n(3) n(4) n(5) nH'

4e9 1.8ell 8el2 1.4e9 3.75el3 3.6el2 3.9ell 8.7elO 2.7elO 8e9 3.5e9

3e9 2.6ell Iel3 1.3e9 7.5el3 6.9el2 7.3ell 1.6ell 4elO l.lelO 8.5e9

1.7e9 3el l 1.5el3 9e8 1.3el4 1.2el3 1.2el2 2.6ell 6.5el0 1.6el0 1.2elO

7e8 3ell 2.3el2 4e8 2.5el4 2.1el3 2el2 4.3ell 6.9elO 1.3el0 8e9

0.3

0.6

1.0

2.0

3.2

2.9

2.6

2.0

1.6

1.3

1.0

0.7



5.2 H- density

First we discuss the dependence of n. on discharge parameters in the geometry

with positively biased frontplate and with magnetic filter qualitatively. Then we

discuss n. in the configuration without filter and the frontplate on cathode potential

quantitatively, by comparing n. with calculations, using Eqs.[8,ll] and other

measured quantities, such as np, ne, nj, njj and n". Different rates and cross sections

necessary for these calculations are listed in Table I. The densities necessary to

calculate the H- density are listed in Tables II and III. The values listed in these

Tables are for the source configuration with the frontplate on cathode potential. In

Fig. 14 the measured densities off all different species given in Table II are shown.

CO

aa

-a- np
"•" ng

n"

10 20 30
Discharge current (A)

Figure 14 Densities of all measured species as a function of discharge current (Table II, 100 V

and 1 Pa). nc denotes the density of metatsables.

In Fig. 7 (with magnetic filter, Te low) it is observed that n. rises to a
maximum and thereafter decreases with pressure. This decrease can be explained
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using Eqs. [8,11]. The destruction of n- at very low pressure is explained by loss of

H- by diffusion of to the walls. Other destruction processes dominate at higher

pressure. Fast electrons are not present in the extraction area and the electron

temperature is too low (< 1 eV) to have a dominant influence on the H" density.

Loss of H" by diffusion to the walls can neither explain a decrease of n. with

pressure. Bacal and Hamilton 12 showed that diffusion of H" to the walls could only

have an major effect at electron densities ^ 1010 cm"3. This is only the case at very

low pressure. Since nj saturates with gas pressure, positive ions cannot explain a

decrease of n. with pressure in our discharge either. It is assumed that n(v"=5) does

not decrease dramatically with increasing pressure. This seems reasonable since we

did not observe such a decrease with increasing pressure for n(v"=5) in the

configuration with the frontplate on cathode potential. 10 We did obseive that njj

does increase with gas pressure. 10 So loss of H" by associative detachment can

explain the decrease of n. with pressure in this source geometry. These processes

can also explain the almost linear increase of n. with discharge current at optimum

pressure. The densities of the species involved with the production of H", n" and ne,

increase both almost linearly with current, whereas nn and nj increase also almost

linearly with current. The result is an almost linear increase of n. with discharge

current.

In the geometry without magnetic filter and frontplate on cathode potential, the

H" density saturates with pressure. These measurements on the H~ density can be

discussed in terms of our measurements on the densities of vibrationally excited

molecules.10 H- densities are calculated by substituting the values for the densities

of vibrationally excited molecules, of atoms, of primary and of plasma electrons, of

positive ions and the values for the cross sections and rates listed in Table I in Eqs.

[8,11]. The calculations show that the loss by atom collisions nn<CJAD "°K> and

positive ions ni<o*MR ^i> are comparable. Fig. 15 shows the the most important

destruction terms in Eq. [11] as a function of current. Fig. 16 shows the measured

and calculated n. as a function of current and pressure respectively. In the

calculations of n. , we took two times the n(v"=5) density, as a measure of n"

(4 < v" < 10). This seems reasonable, if we extrapolate the vibrational densities

presented in Figs. 5 and 6 in chapter IV. 1 0 The qualitative agreement is good, so

the processes, which we took into account, can explain the experimental data
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Figure 15 Various H' destruction terms as a function of discharge current (100 V and 1 Pa).

qualitatively well. However, the calculated H- densities in Fig. 16 are a factor two

lower than the measured densities. This may be due to three reasons, 1) the estimate

of n" by two times the v"=5 density is too pessimistic, and 2) the estimate of the

atomic density (upper l i m i t l l ) is too high, and 3) other production processes may

contribute to the production of H* Additional production processes are DA of

electrons to metastables or polar dissociation of H2 or H3+ by primary electrons.

Qualitatively, equation [12a], production of H" via dissociative attachment of an

electron to metastables, cannot describe the measurements. At higher pressures ne

saturates and nc decreases. 14 Since at higher pressures the destruction processes

given in Eq. [11] saturate or decrease, one would expect n. to decrease as fast or

faster than nc with increasing pressure. This contradicts our measurements.

Furthermore, the production term of H", nc ne «JCDA ve> is a factor 100 lower

than n" ne <CTDA i>e>» due to the low density of metastables (nc < 3*109 cm*3

1 4 ) . Polar dissociation, Eqs. [3,12b] , contributes less than 10 % to the production
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of H-. Hiskes et al. 9 remark that polar dissociation may play a role at plasma

densities > 1012 cnr3 .

e
£>
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Fig. 16a
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Fig. 16b I
Figure 16 a) Experimental and calculated H" densities as a function of discharge current (100 V

and 1 Pa), b) The same as 15a but now as a function of pressure (10 A and 100 V). The

experimental H" densities are derived from Fig. 8b.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The positive ion density and the electron density increase and saturate with

pressure and discharge voltage. This is in agreement with a qualitative model based

on rate equations.

Extraction measurements and H- density measurements were performed in a

discharge without filter and the frontplate on filament potential. For low pressures

(assuming 30 % loss by gas collisions) this gives a drift velocity of ~ 7000 m/s

for H\ This drift velocity is found to be compatible with both the thermal velocity of

H" and the ion acoustic speed.

The H- density increases at low pressures and saturates or decreases at higher

pressures.

Without magnetic filter the H" density is proportional with pressure and then

saturates. This can be explained by a qualitative model in which H' is mainly

produced by dissociative attachment of thermal electrons to vibrationally highly

excited molecules. Saturation of n. at these pressures means that H" is predominantly

quenched by discharge produced particles such as electrons, positive ions and H

atoms. The model is further supported by calculations based on rate equations.

The measurements and calculations exclude production of H" by dissociative

attachment of thermal electrons to metastable molecules or polar dissociation under

the studied discharge conditions as dominant processes.
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SUMMARY

In this thesis, a study of the physics concerned with the production of negative

hydrogen ions, H \ in a volume source, a hydrogen discharge, is presented. D"

beams are of interest for driving the current of a fusion plasma in a TOKAMAK. We

performed several experiments to gain understanding in the complex of processes

which determines the D" or H~ density in such a discharge. Densities of various

species in the discharge were measured as a function of gas pressure, discharge

current and voltage. The results are compared with a model based on rate equations,

which describe the dominant processes in the discharge.

It is generally accepted, though experimentally not verified, that H" is

produced by dissociative attachment of slow plasma electrons to vibrationally

excited molecules. The cross section of this process strongly increases with

vibrational quantum number. Therefore, it is expected that vibrationally highly

excited states are predominantly responsible for the production of H" ions in the

plasma. The process, which is assumed to be the dominant process for populating

the vibrationally highly excited states, is excitation of H2(v"=0) by primary electrons

with an energy larger than 16 eV, followed by radiative decay to the electronic

groundstate. This process requires energetic electrons, whereas the dissociative

attachment process requires electrons with an energy of about 1 eV. Furthermore,

electrons with an energy larger than = 3 eV can easily destroy H" by collisional

detachment. Therefore, most volume sources are divided into two regions by means

of a magnetic filter. The first region, containing the arc discharge is called the

"driver". Here, energetic electrons are present, which excite, ionize and dissociate

gas molecules. This chamber should be optimized to produce vibrationally excited

molecules. The vibrationally excited molecules diffuse to the second region, which

is called the "extractor". In this region only slow thermal plasma electrons are

a ^sent, because only these are able to diffuse through the magnetic field. The

electron temperature is about 1 eV. This region should be optimized for the

production and extraction of H" ions. In the source used for the measurements on

vibrationally excited molecules, no magnetic filter was present. Here, the driver
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region was simulated by keeping the frontplate on cathode potential. The negative

potential serves the same purpose as the magnetic filter does, namely confining the

primary electrons to the plasma.

Densities of vibrationally excited molecules, of H atoms, and of metastable

hydrogen molecules were determined using Resonance-Enhanced MultiPhoton

Ionization (REMPI). This technique is described in chapter II. Also some

modifications in the detection system, which decrease the acceptance volume of the

detector, are discussed. By decreasing the acceptance volume, the detection

sensitivity of H2(v") molecules in the plasma has become roughly a factor 10 better,

and is now approximately 5xlO9 cnr3, depending on discharge conditions.

In chapter III, the formation of vibrationally highly excited molecules by

recombination of atoms on a cold metal surface, is described. The experiment was

performed in the source used for the REMPI measurements. Hydrogen gas was

admitted to the chamber, and the filaments were heated up to 3000 K. In this

experiment, there is no discharge. The atoir production is compatible with

dissociation of molecules at the filaments. The formation of H2(v") is attributed to

an Eley-Rideal-type reaction, in which a free atom recombines with an adsorbed

atom at the cold wall, followed by desorption. Above 2800 K we observe an abrupt

drop in the atom and the H2(v") densities. It is ascribed to the effects of annealing

on the filament surface.

In chapter IV, the production and destruction of vibrationally excited

molecules and atoms in the discharge is discussed. The vibrational distribution for

3<v"<5 is strongly super-thermal. This effect is more apparent at higher discharge

current and lower gas pressure. The analysis with a model based on rate equations,

which contain the most important reactions, shows that H2(v"=5) molecules are

predominantly produced by primary electron excitation of hydrogen molecules and

deexcited upon one wall collision. The atom production is compatible with

dissociation of molecules by primary elec ons, dissociation of molecules on the

filaments, and collisions between positive ions and electrons. The atoms are

predominantly destroyed by recombination on the walls. The analysis shows that the

recombination coefficient of atoms on the walls is about 0.1.

Finally, in Chapter V, the production and destruction processes of H" in the

discharge are discussed. The density of H- was determined in the plasma, using
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laser detachment. The electron density and temperature were determined with

Langmuir probes. Furthermore, H" extraction measurements were performed. The

ratio of the extracted H- current and the H- density in the plasma gives an indication

of the drift velocity of H* in the plasma. This velocity determines the emittance of the

extracted beam. It was found that the H" velocity scales with the square root of the

electron temperature. The measured H" densities are compatible with a qualitative

model in which dissociative attachment of plasma electrons to vibrationally excited

molecules is the most important production process. Under optimum conditions for

H' production, H* is primarily destroyed by collisions with H atoms, positive ions

and/or hot thermal electrons.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift worden de fysische processen bestudeerd, die de dichtheid

van negatieve waterstof ionen, H", in een volume bron, een waterstof ontlading

bepalen. H" bundels zijn van belang voor de aandrijving van de stroom in een fusie

plasma in een "TOKAMAK". Verschillende experimenten zijn gedaan om inzicht te

krijgen in het complex van processen dat de H" dichtheid in zo'n ontlading bepaalt.

Dichtheden van verschillende soorten deeltjes zijn gemeten als funktie van

boogstroom, hoogspanning en druk. De resultaten worden vergeleken met een

model, dat de dominante fysische processen in de ontlading beschrijft.

Algemeen wordt verondersteld, hoewel dit nooit experimenteel is aangetoond,

dat H" wordt geproduceerd door dissociatieve aanhechting van langzame elektronen

aan vibratie geëxciteerde molekulen. De werkzame doorsnede voor dit proces neem

sterk met oplopend vibratie quantum getal toe. Daarom wordt verondersteld, dat

vibratie hoog geëxciteerde molekulen verantwoordelijk zijn voor de produktie van

H" in het plasma. Algemeen wordt aangenomen, dat excitatie van H2(v"=0)

molekulen door primaire elektronen met een energie groter dan 16 eV, gevolgd door

stralings verval naar de elektronische grondtoestand, verantwoordelijk is voor de

bezetting van vibratie hoog geëxciteerde niveaus. Dit proces verloopt alleen met

snelle elektronen, in tegenstelling tot dissociatieve aanhechting dat het beste verloopt

met elektronen die een energie van ~ 1 eV hebben. Verder kunnen elektronen met

een energie groter dan = 3 eV gemakkelijk H" vernietigen door

botsingsgeïnduceerde "detachment". Daarom zijn de meeste volume bronnen

verdeeld in twee gedeelten door middel van een magnetisch filter. Het eerste gebied

bevat de boog ontlading en wordt de "driver" genoemd. In dit gebied zijn primaire

elektronen aanwezig, welke molekulen kunnen ioniseren, exciteren en dissocieren.

In dit gebied moeten de omstandigheden voor de vorming van vibratie hoog

geëxciteerde molekulen optimaal zijn. De vibratie geëxciteerde molekulen kunnen

door diffusie het tweede gebied bereiken. Dit gebied wordt de "extraktor" genoemd.

In dit gebied bevinden zich alleen langzame elektronen, omdat alleen deze door het

magnetisch filter heen kunnen diffunderen. De elektronen temperatuur in dit gebied
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is « 1 eV. In dit gebied moeten de condities optimaal zijn voor de produktie van

H". In de bron, waaraan de vibratie-excitatie metingen zijn verricht is de "driver"

gesimuleerd door de voorplaat op kathode potentiaal te houden. De negatieve

voorplaat dient hetzelfde doel als het magnetisch filter, namelijk de verliezen van

primaire elekronen naar de wand mirnimaal te houden.

Dichtheden van vibratie geëxciteerde molekulen, atomen en metastabiele

molekulen zijn bepaald met "Resonance-Enhanced MultiPhoton Ionization

(REMPI)". Deze techniek wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk II. In dit hoofdstuk

worden ook enkele modifikaties besproken, die aan het detektie systeem zijn

aangebracht. Door het acceptantie volume van de detektor te verkleinen, is de

detektie efficiëntie van H2(v") molekulen in het plasma met ongeveer een faktor 10

verbeterd. De detektie gevoeligheid is nu ongeveer 5xlO9 moleculen per cnA Dit

hangt af van de ontladings condities.

In hoofdstuk III wordt de vorming van vibratie hoog geëxciteerde molekulen

door recombinatie van atomen op het koude oppervlak van de wand besproken. Dit

experiment is uitgevoerd in dezelfde bron als waarin de REMPI metingen aan de

ontlading werden verricht. H2 gas werd in de bronkamer toegelaten en de

gloeidraden werden verhit tot = 3000 K. In dit experiment treedt geen ontlading

op. De produktie van atomen kan worden beschreven met dissociatie van molekulen

op de hete gloeidraden. De vorming van H2(v") molekulen in dit experiment wordt

toegeschreven aan een "Eley-Rideal" reaktie: een atoom komend uit de gasfase

recombineert met een geadsorbeerd atoom aan de koude wand. Vervolgens

desorbeert het gevormde molekuul. Boven 2800 K werd een plotselinge daling van

de atomaire en H2(v") dichtheden waargenomen. Dit wordt toegeschreven aan

"annealing" van het gloeidraad oppervlak.

In hoofdstuk IV wordt produktie en verlies van vibratie geëxciteerde

molekulen en atomen in de ontlading besproken. De vibratieverdeling van molekulen

met 3<v"<5 is sterk super-thermisch. Dit effekt is meer uitgesproken bij hogere

boogstroom en lagere gasdruk. Analyse van de metingen met het model, gebaseerd

op reactie snelheidsvergelijkingen, die de belangrijkste reakties beschrijven, laat zien

dat H2(v"=5) molekulen voornamelijk worden gevormd door excitatie van H2

molekulen door primaire elektronen en verloren gaan door deëxcitatie aan de wand.

Dit is gemiddeld al het geval na één wandbotsing. De produktie van atomen kan
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worden beschreven door dissociatie van molekulen door primaire elektronen, door

dissociatie van molekulen aan de hete gloeidraden, en door botsingen tussen

positieve ionen en elektronen. Het belangrijkste vernietigings proces van atomen is

recombinatie van atomen op de wanden. Een kwantitatieve analyss geeft een

recombinatie coefficient van atomen op de wand van = 0.1.

Tenslotte worden in hoofdstuk V de produktie en destruktie processen van H"

in de ontlading bestudeerd. De dichtheid van H" in het plasma is bepaald met "laser

detachment". De elektronen dichtheid en temperatuur zijn bepaald met "Langmuir

probes". Verder is H" geëxtraheerd en de geëxtraheerde H" stroom gemeten. Het

quotiënt van de geëxtraheerde H- stroom en de H" dichtheid in het plasma geeft een

indruk van de drift snelheid van H~ in het plasma. Deze snelheid bepaalt mede de

emittantie van de geëxtraheerde H- bundel. De H- snelheid bleek te schalen met de

wortel van de elektronen temperatuur. De gemeten H" dichtheden kunnen

kwantitatief worden beschreven, wanneer dissociatieve aanhechting van plasma

elektronen aan vibratie geexciteerde molekulen het belangrijkste vormings proces is.

Onder optimale condities voor H" produktie gaat H' voornamelijk verloren door

botsingen met H atomen, positieve ionen en/of hete elektronen.
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